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REVELATIONAL COMPLETENESS
- PART 3
Amos Olusegun Omoboriowo

The following message was
preached by Brother Amos, on
Sunday, 16th June 2019, at
Bible Faith Tabernacle, Lagos,
Nigeria. It is the Third Part of a
Four-Part Message, which has
been beautifully presented in
the simplest way, to let us see
exactly what God is doing for His
Elect Bride. We are truly grateful
to God, to be living in such a
privileged time as this!
A good morning to everyone. It
is wonderful to be together
again. I greet ALL the saints
Online, and may the Lord bless
you ALL. God bless you my
darling, Jason, and Mark, and
may God bless ALL the saints. It
is our desire that God will give us
a good Internet Connection, and
that we may be given a

wonderful time in His presence,
around His Word. I covet your
prayers this morning, especially
for my throat, and I am trusting
God to help me to do justice to
this message. Shall we bow our
heads in prayer. (Brother Amos
prayed). I want to encourage the
brethren, that as much as
possible, when you come to
Church services, to please try to
come with the Holy Bible, a
printed Bible. Do not come with
the Bible on a mobile phone. Do
not come to Church with the
Bible on a phone, a Bible app:
You can carry your Bible, the
Word of God! You have to
understand that the attitude we
show towards spiritual things,
does make a difference. We can
use electronic gadgets, but we
do not have to abuse it! There is
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a wisdom that rules the
people of God, and as
such, we should know
where our priorities lay,
particularly in a world
that is now dominated
and controlled by
technology, an Age where
humanity have become
slaves to their electronic
gadgets, their mobile
phones and tablets, their
new god! How can you
come to Church, a Sunday
Service for that matter, a
day when we honour
the resurrection of our
Saviour Jesus Christ, and
what you come with is
just a Bible App on your
phone?! As a professed
believer, who claims to
understand the times,
that does not show
seriousness, or even
spiritual responsibility!
I do not say this to knock
you, but you have to see
the seriousness of what
God is doing on your
behalf! Redemption is
extremely great and
extremely priceless,
having an Eternal Glory,
and hence, you cannot
trivialize it, and neither can
you handle it with levity, to
be coming to Church
services without the
Word of God, the printed
Word, in your hand, simply
because you have the
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Bible on your mobile
phone! If you are in a car, or
on a bus, or on a train, it
makes sense for you to
read the Bible on your
mobile phone, for it is okay,
and it is convenient in
these circumstances.
However, when you come
to Church services,
please endeavour to bring
your printed Bibles for
goodness sake! When you
are going to a ceremony, I
can also understand if you
take your mobile with its
Bible app, or your iPad, or
your tablet, or something,
because it is just a
ceremony, and you know
you are not even going to
get anything spiritual there
anyway. But when you are
coming to Church
Services, please bring your
printed Bibles, for our
attitude towards the Word
of God, and also towards
the things of God in
general, spiritual things,
matter, and it matters a lot!
Therefore, let us make it a
habit to come to Church
services with our Bibles,
the printed Bible, and may
God help us all. Brethren, I
also want to announce that
if you have the opportunity,
and you live around the
Church premises, and
even if you do not live
around here, but if you are

opportune, we, that is
Church workers, have our
One Hour Prayer Sessions
in the Church, from: 9am10am, and also from 3pm4pm, Monday to Friday.
Anyone who can make it,
and who desires to come, is
welcome to our prayer
meetings. We encourage
you to attend, when and if
you can. You are also
allowed to come and use
the Church auditorium
for your personal “Waiting
on the Lord”; it is something
we want to encourage
the brethren to do. We
should ALL be able to
see the terrible signs that
are out there, for they
tell us in no uncertain terms
that it is homegoing time.
We want to run to the cross
f o r s a f e t y, i n t h e s e
extremely evil and perilous
times, and may Jesus keep
us near the cross. We can
see that Satan has
completely taken over the
human society, for Serpent
Seeds have come to
maturity, and we now live in
a demonic world.
Therefore, this is a day we
need to pray, and pray
earnestly, for the times are
extremely dangerous. May
the Lord help us to pray,
and may He place a burden
upon our hearts for prayer.
Shall we bow our heads in
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prayer one more time. S e c o n d H o u s e h o l d e r
(Brother Amos prayed).
Scribe of Matthew 13:52, A
Minor Messenger to this
Brothers and sisters, we Last Age, whose name is
h a v e b e e n t a k i n g a none other than Raymond
m e s s a g e , t i t l e d , Jackson, “The Apostle”
R e v e l a t i o n a l PAUL of this End-time, the
Completeness, which I First Fruit of the End Time
pray that the Lord will help Elijah's Ministry. We also
me to finish today, even if merely introduced his
this is where I lose my successor Lead Ministry of
voice, and I say this Truth, Apostle John, and
because as you can ALL then we closed. Today, we
see, I am struggling with it. I want to take off right from
just want to give the there, bringing us to the
preaching of the Word of consideration of the Next
God my ALL, the Lord A n c h o r m a n f o r t h e
helping me. Brothers and Universal Bride, the Third
sisters, as we have fully Householder Scribe of
e s t a b l i s h e d i n t h i s Matthew 13:52, who is also
message, the inspired A minor Messenger to this
written Word of the New Laodicean Age, and this
Testament that was given brings us to the hour of the
in the Ephesian Church End-time Lead Apostle
Age, as laid out on our J O H N . B r o t h e r s a n d
chart, (Brother Amos points s i s t e r s , I a m g o i n g
to the chart), did not come s o m e w h e r e w i t h t h i s
in One Day, and it did not message this morning, and
come through One Man I pray God will help me, for
either. Therefore, it is most without Him we can do
evident that the revealing of absolutely nothing. As it is
it, the unveiling of the written in the Epistle of
written Word of God at this S a i n t P a u l t o t h e
End Time, in this Seventh Philippians, Chapter 2,
and Final Church Age, here verse 13: “For it is God
in this Laodicean Age, is which worketh in you
also not going to happen in Both TO WILL and TO DO
One Day, and neither is it of His good pleasure.”
going to come through just Indeed, it is by the grace of
One Man. Last Tuesday, God we are able to do ALL
we essentially stopped at that we do. Church, the
what God did through the Lead Apostolic Ministry of
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John gives us the Third and
Final Householder Scribe.
And when we look at the
Three Scribes of Matthew
13:52, brothers and sisters,
we must realise that they
are an unusual class of
Scribes. Their unusualness
is not only because they
are Consecutive or
Successive Scribes, but
also in the sense that each
Scribe in his hour of time, or
in his own Junction of Time,
has to have ALL the OLD
TRUTHS, which are the
Truths of his predecessor
Scribe or Scribes. That was
why in the Second Junction
of Time, Brother Jackson
had to have everything that
God had given to us
through William Branham,
from the pages of the Holy
Scriptures, in the Prophet's
First Junction of Time. To
this measure of Truth, the
Chief Apostle added more
Light, Further Light, NEW
TRUTHS, thereby Lifting us
higher, for it was to another
level, A New Level, the
Second Revelational
Level, just as we laid out on
our chart. This is because
each of these Two Scribes
only bore A Measure of
TRUTH! And when Brother
Jackson passed away, we
entered directly into the
hour of JOHN, which is this
Third and Final Junction of
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Time. And in this Third
Junction of Time, John also
had to have everything
Raymond Jackson
brought, plus everything
William Branham brought,
from the pages of the Holy
Bible, because now, in
John's hour of time, ALL
these Truths constitute
OLD TRUTHS! However,
he also had to have NEW
TRUTHS, adding Further
Light, Lifting the Universal
Bride onto a whole New
Revelational Level, the
Highest Level there is, and
the highest level there can
be, which is the Third and
Final Revelational Level,
John being the Apostolic
Scribe Ministry of
Completion. Saints, what
does this tell us? This
should let us see that
indeed, John has to have
the balance of EVERY New
Truth of Jesus Christ that is
still buried in the Holy
Scriptures, whatever
attribute of Truth it may be:
Whether it is the Mystery of
the kingdom, or it is
Prophetic Revelation,
thereby giving us the
Revelational Fullness OF
JESUS CHRIST!
Consequently, whether we
are looking at the Doctrines
of the Church, or the
Mysteries of the kingdom,
or we are looking at
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Prophecies of the Holy
Bible, particularly the
written prophetic
revelations contained in the
Apocalypse, the Book of
Revelation, or we are even
looking at Instructions in
righteousness, John has to
have everything, filling in
whatever revelational gaps
there may be, in our
understanding of TRUTH!
That is why the Lord helped
us to lay out the Truth about
the Book of Life in absolute
scriptural detail, for we
were able to break it down
to the “T” in the Scribe,
titled, The Book Of Life,
straightening out ALL the
wrong projections, and
filling the revelatory gaps,
the huge gaps of
understanding that
remained on this subject,
conveying a complete and
perfect revelational picture!
Particularly because in the
days of Brother Branham,
the Book of Life was still
what we call, a “Boxed
Tr u t h ” , o r a “ B o x e d
Revelation”, which I
explained as things being
preached before its divine
appointed time! We can say
the very same thing, when
we consider the truth about
the souls or the spirits in
prison, who Jesus Christ
preached to after his death
on the cross, as recorded in

1 Peter 3:18-20, a subject
which the Prophet
preached on, and a
message we have had to
straighten out, which we
have equally laid out in the
Scribe, titled, He Preached
To Spirits In Prison: Who
Are They? Furthermore,
saints, when we come to
consider the Continuity
Message that Brother
Jackson bore in his
Junction of Time, there
were also Bible topics that
he taught, which were
“Boxed Truths” in his day,
whilst some were unveiled
only to a measure, leaving
a revelational balance that
still needed to be opened
up. For instance, when we
consider the truth relating
to the Martyrdom of the
Saints, the Lord has
opened it up much further
than what the Chief Apostle
bore, and we have also laid
out this truth in the Scribe,
titled, The Martyrdom Of
Saints. For not only will the
End-time John Polish up
and Refresh ALL the Old
Truths, making them
absolutely Rich and Fresh,
and Crystal-Clear, a most
sumptuous meal for the
Bride of Christ, as the EndType of the Saturday
Manna which “the Church
in the wilderness” ate, but
in addition, he will also
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have ALL the Mysteries and
Prophecies that are still
buried in the Holy
Scriptures. These are
things that are still waiting
to be Unveiled to the
Universal Bride of Christ,
for her spiritual adornment,
material truths which
devolve upon the
revelation of Jesus Christ
that is ordained for her
statural growth! And just as
God anointed and inspired
the First Two Scribes to go
into Genesis, and they
unveiled The Original Sin;
The Serpent Seed; The
Two Laws of Eden; The
Prehistoric World, so did
the Lord equally anoint and
inspire John to go into the
Book of Genesis. Do not
forget that the End-time
Elijah received a great
prophetic insight, for God
took him back through time
into the Garden, in a deep
prophetic vision, and he
saw the Serpent creature
as he stood in his original
profile, in his original
physical form, standing
upright on two feet, ever
before he was judged and
transformed into a new
species of snake! When the
Prophet came out of that
divine experience, this
enabled him to bring out the
revelation of the Original
Sin, and of the Seed of the
Revelational Completeness - Part 3

Serpent, great,
outstanding, and precious
truths of the Word of God,
over which, unfortunately,
the whole religious world
condemn him. Yet, the
same religious world have
their own version, a most
carnal and demonic
version, a so-called
revelation of the Seed of
the Serpent, which is not
based on Genesis 3:15,
where God spoke plainly,
directly, and categorically
about the Seed of the
Serpent, but it is based on
Genesis 6:1-4, a Chapter
that has absolutely nothing
to do with the Original
Serpent, and which also
does not relate to the
Original Singular Seed of
the Serpent creature! We
laid out this truth in our
message, titled, The
Doctrine Of The Seed Of
The Serpent. Church, they
erroneously teach that
Fallen Angels had carnal
relationships with Women,
and produced offspring
who were giants, whom
they Falsely and
Erroneously claim are the
Seeds of the Serpent! They
outrightly reject and
condemn the Truth, but
instead, they rather believe
a blatant lie, something that
is not only demonic, but is
downright nonsensical!

The material point,
however, is this: At this
Evening Time, the Lord
also anointed John, and
took him back into the
Garden of Eden,
revelationally, and gave
him the revelation of the
Present-Day Identity of the
Serpent, his present and
particular species within
the reptile family, and this
Truth completed our
understanding of the
Serpent creature, the
culprit whom Satan used to
bring about the Great Fall,
the Fall of Adam and Eve.
We have this Truth laid out
in the Scribe, titled, The
Present Day Identity Of
The Serpent. And by this
divine revelation, we are
not left ignorant of precisely
how we fell, who the main
culprit of the Fall was, and
exactly what went on in the
Garden of Eden! These are
some of the Mysteries of
the kingdom, and the
knowledge of these Truths,
answer the questions on
why we need Redemption,
why Redemption was set in
motion, the reason we Fell,
and exactly how we Fell, as
well as the instrument of
our Fall! And since our Fall,
surely we should know
exactly how we Fell, and
who caused the Fall! Every
pain and sorrow we feel this
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morning, my bad throat, the
ailments or illnesses that
we battle with every day,
the oppression of the
enemy, the loved ones that
we lose, the heartaches,
the turmoil, the hardships,
the disappointments, and
the misery that we face
throughout our lives, is ALL
because of that One Fall!
So, just how can man face
so much misery, so much
sorrow, and so much pain,
and yet not know who
caused it?! Come on! I am
only trying to let you see the
seriousness of not knowing
the culprit of the Fall,
because it gives you a
great revelational gap in
your understanding of the
Plan of Redemption! So,
here at this Evening Time,
brothers and sisters, we not
only know exactly who that
culprit is, in his PresentDay Identity, because God
transformed him by His
judgment in the Garden,
and took away his arms
and legs, and put him in the
reptile family, thereby
creating a new species of
snake, but we also know
that he will never again, be
restored back to his original
estate, his original profile!
That is why we brought out
a Scribe, titled, The
Restoration Of The
Serpent?, a title with a
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question mark, simply
meaning: Will The Serpent
Be Restored?! So, today,
and by this revelation of the
Holy Spirit, we know that he
will never be restored to his
original estate, for in the
Millennium, he will remain a
crawling reptile! That is
precisely why in the Eternal
Age, there are No Serpent
Seeds, but we will only
have human creatures of
God in the Third Category,
whom God is going to use
to fill the void of the
absence of the Serpent, as
A S e r v a n t - Ty p e o f
Humanity! We are looking
at the Millennial subjects,
who, in the Eternal Age, will
make up the Third Realm or
Third Class of People, in
God's Human Family. They
are a Servant-Type Class
of People in God's Human
Family, which is a Threetier Human Family. It is just
as in Creation, God has a
Three-tier Family: God,
Angels, and Man! Church,
so we will say this morning,
by the grace of God, our
understanding of the
Serpent is complete, and to
God be the glory. Amen!
Brothers and sisters, as we
have it in the inspired
record of Genesis 4:15, we
ALL know that God set a
mark on Cain. The question

is, however, what is this
mark; what is the mark of
Cain? Today, and by the
grace of God, we have the
revelation of it, and it is laid
out in the Scribe, titled,
Genesis: The Mark Of
Cain. Again, in Genesis
4:7, which was before Cain
killed Abel, the Lord told
Cain, “Sin lieth at the door”.
The material question is,
exactly what sin was that;
what sin was God referring
to? The Lord has equally
unveiled this Truth to us,
and we have it in the
Scribe, titled, Sin Lieth At
The Door. Furthermore,
we see that two different
and completely distinct
streams of humanity were
produced at the beginning,
giving us the Lineage of
Cain, who are the Seeds of
the Serpent, and the
Lineage of Seth, who
replaced Abel, for ALL
genealogical and
inheritance purposes, who
are the Sons of God.
Coming to Genesis
Chapter 6, we see that both
Lineages inter-bred
through mixed-marriages,
until the difference and the
distinction that had existed
between the two lineages
were totally wiped out.
Hence, the Lord had to
destroy the whole world,
and He started afresh with
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Noah and his immediate
family. The fundamental
questions that this evil
development invites, are
these: Just when did the
mixed-marriages begin,
and exactly how did the
Seed of the Serpent cross
over the flood?! These are
issues which the Holy Spirit
has since opened up, and
we have their revelation
contained in the Scribe,
titled, Genesis: The
Mixing Of Seeds. Brothers
and sisters, other issues of
Genesis have equally now
been unveiled for the
Universal Bride of Christ,
ALL by the Spirit of Christ,
as laid out in the Scribes,
titled, Genesis: The
Creation Of The
Universe, and Genesis:
The Travails Of Ham. In
other words, and in true
essence, God anointed the
Third Scribe, took him back
to Genesis, the same Seed
Chapter of the Holy Bible,
and began to Unveil the
Truths, Mysteries, that
were still buried therein!
This is in order to bring
completion to our
r e v e l a t i o n a l
understanding, of not only
the Mysteries in the Garden
of Eden, but also to
c o m p l e t e o u r
understanding of the
Mysteries outside of the
Revelational Completeness - Part 3
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Garden of Eden, ALL which
remained to be unveiled,
Truths that are ALL in
Genesis! Therefore, we
can say on this very day,
and at this very point in
time, that Genesis has
been fully opened up,
except for one or two
material issues, which we
know that the Lord will
surely Unveil! Church, in
addition, when we consider
the Doctrines, the
Prophetic revelations, the
Mysteries, and even the
Instructions in
righteousness that we
received from the Two
Previous Householder
Scribes, as we said earlier,
even Old Truths are being
Polished up and
Refreshed! They are being
made to shine extremely
brighter, than when they
were originally given, in
order to give us absolute
c l a r i t y, a n d t o t a l
revelational depth, which
settles every issue, leaving
no doubts, no questions, no
grey areas, and no gaps in
our understanding of the
Truth, and we have to give
God the praise for His
gracious dealing in the
Light! Yes, we have to give
G o d A L L t h e g l o r y,
appreciating the immense
gift that the Householder
Scribe Ministry is, to the

Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ, just as it is written in
the Epistle of James
Chapter 1, verse 17:
“Every Good Gift and
every Perfect Gift is from
above, and cometh down
from the Father of Lights,
with whom is no
variableness, neither
shadow of turning.”
Because the Lord our God,
who is Light, is the God of
Light, Absolute and
Untainted Light, and He is
of Absolute Consistency,
D e p e n d a b i l i t y, a n d
Perfectness! So, you may
ask: Why is the Light of the
Third Householder Scribe,
shining extremely brighter
than that of the Previous
Householder Scribes?
Firstly, it is because as we
move further in time
towards the Return of
Christ, the revelation of the
Bride can only get brighter,
and only evermore brighter,
greatly outshining previous
years and Junctions of
Time! Secondly, it is
because this is the Third
and Final Junction of Time
For THE WORD BRIDE,
and as such, Truth has to
go forth, not only in utter
simplicity of presentation,
and with absolute crystalclarity, in order to avoid
arguments and confusion,
but it also has to be
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presented in its absolute
depth, total depth, which is
in its absolute revelatory
extent and content, leaving
no revelational balance,
and hence, no questions
asked! Come on! It is in
order for us to truly achieve
R e v e l a t i o n a l
COMPLETENESS! Wake
up, and see the Light! See
God's Unfolding Plan of
Gentile Redemption! May
God help me this morning
with this crucial message.
At the end of the day,
brothers and sisters, when
we consider it scripturally
and sincerely, by the time it
is ALL said and done, the
revelation of the Bride of
Christ will simply be
matchless! And even as it
stands today, the revelation
we possess, already
outclasses that of the other
previous Junctions of Time
in this Last Age, as well as
ALL other Church Ages!
Yes, it does! I repeat myself
for every necessary
emphasis, particularly with
regards to this Laodicean
Age: The revelation we
h a v e c u r r e n t l y, o u r
understanding of the Holy
Bible, outshines the other
Two Junctions of Time
before that of John! We
know more Truths, and we
have a much better, much
deeper, extremely clearer,
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and richer understanding of
the Message of the Holy
Bible, than we had from
both Brother Branham and
Brother Jackson! It is not to
make a man anything, as
this is not about a man, any
man, for it is ALL about
God's Ending Plan of
Redemption, showing
precisely how the Lord
achieves Revelational
Completeness in THE
ROYAL BRIDE! Period!
And what is more, the
statement or the
declaration we just made,
is an absolute scriptural
fact, and you will
appreciate it, IF you have
any regard and love for the
Holy Scriptures, and ALL
the glory goes to God, for it
is strictly His doing! Saints
of God, you must just
understand, for the fact
remains, the closer we get
to the Return of Jesus
Christ, the more Brighter
the Light of Christ is going
to be for his Elect Bride,
and this is an undeniable
and irrefutable scriptural
fact! For Proverbs Chapter
4, verse 18, is staring us
right in the face! This
cardinal passage of the
Holy Scripture, one which
speaks specifically about
the revelational measure of
the True Bride of Christ,
plainly and categorically

declares: “But the Path”
(Way) “of the Just”, (the
Truly Justified Elect Bride
Seeds), “is as the Shining
Light, that SHINETH
MORE and MORE unto
the perfect day” OF
RAPTURE!
Brothers and sisters, the
infallible and immutable
spiritual reality, which
Proverbs 4:18, gives us,
placed against the Ending
Move of God for THE
WORD BRIDE, should let
us see that in this Third and
Final Junction of Time in
Laodicea, every remaining
wrap or veil that is covering
the Truth, must be
removed, and will be
removed, and is being
removed as we speak! It is
strictly for the spiritual
edification of the Elect
Bride of Christ, that she
may be richly and fully
robed in her soul, with the
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ! That is
precisely why today,
scripturally speaking, the
Light of the Word of God
that we have under the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
John, has to be the
Brightest, and it is indeed
the Brightest Light Ever,
this being where the
Universal Bride will come to
R e v e l a t i o n a l
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Completeness, the
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ, giving us
UNPARALLELED LIGHT,
M AT C H L E S S L I G H T !
Open your eyes, and see
something! See the deep
and incredible flow of God's
inspiration, the marvellous
unveiling and total
breakdown of the Word of
God, for in this move, the
Word of God has been
completely broken down,
right down to the “T”,
broken down to bits, “line
upon line, line upon line,
here a little, and there a
little”, forming a complete,
perfect, and most beautiful,
breath-taking divine
picture, something which
only the Spirit of God can
do! See the Spirit of Truth,
the Spirit who inspired the
writing of the Word of God,
also visibly expressed in
the rich and continuous
Unveiling of the Holy
Scriptures, proving that
indeed, God is the
Interpreter of His Word!
Come on! What an
Unbelieving World, one
that “Loved Darkness
RATHER THAN LIGHT”!
And just as it is written, “…
T h i s
i s
T H E
C O N D E M N AT I O N ” ,
otherwise, people should
be able to see something,
because the True Light is
Revelational Completeness - Part 3
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now Shining, completely
Free of “FAN”, being A
PERFECT LIGHT! (John
3:19). And even the blind
can see it, and the deaf can
hear it, and the dumb can
also testify of it, because of
its great intensity, absolute
clarity, and awesome
depth, FOR THE WORD
OF GOD HAS NEVER
BEEN MADE SO PLAIN!
Come on! What a
Movement of Malignant
Unbelievers! Church, I
want you ALL to know that
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, together
with the Apostolic Lead
Ministry ordained to bear
this Full or Complete
Revelatory Measure, is
precisely what the Lord
Jesus gave to us in his
Prophetic Revelation to
John in 96 A.D., as is
recorded in the
Apocalypse! Wake up! This
is a Truth we brought out in
our Scribe, titled, John:
The Eating Of The Scroll.
The Book of Revelation
Chapter 10, beginning from
verse 8 records: “And the
voice” (of God) “which I
heard from heaven” (in
verse 4), “spake unto me
again, and said, Go and
take the Little Book”, (the
Scroll of Redemption),
“which is Open in the
hand of the Angel which

standeth upon the sea
and upon the earth”, (the
Mighty Angel conveyed in
verse 1, who is Archangel
Michael, and who is
characterizing Jesus the
Christ). For the sake of our
visiting brethren, and for
ALL who may want to really
dig in, to identify this Angel
scripturally, we have a
Scribe which sets forth this
truth, titled, The Angel Of
Time: Who Is He? We also
have another Scribe on this
same Angel, titled, The
Angel Of The Seventh
Seal, although this Angel is
not our focus this morning,
and as such, we are not
going to waste our time on
him. Verse 9: “And I”
(John) “went unto the
Angel, and said unto him,
Give me the Little Book”,
(the Scroll of Redemption,
which is now completely
OPEN, because the
Seventh Seal has finally
been broken, making it A
FULLY OPEN SCROLL).
“And he said unto me,
Take it, AND EAT IT UP;
and it shall make thy belly
bitter, but it shall be in thy
mouth sweet as honey.”
(Watch verse 10): “And I
took the Little Book out of
the Angel's hand, AND
ATE IT UP”, (Prophetically
showing us that John bears
the Complete Revelation of
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Jesus Christ, for
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness is in the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
John, the Third and Final
Householder Scribe, being
THE ENDING SCRIBE.
That is why John was given
the Entire Scroll of
Redemption, for his Total
Consumption, and as this
verse plainly declares,
JOHN ATE IT UP); “and it
was in my mouth sweet
as honey: and as soon as
I had eaten it, my belly
was bitter.” Verse 11:
“And he” (the Angel of
Christ) “said unto me,
THOU” (JOHN) “MUST
PROPHESY AGAIN”, (A
SECOND TIME, BEING A
R E P E AT M I N I S T R Y ) ,
“before many Peoples,
and Nations, and
Tongues, and Kings”,
(giving us A Global Ministry
Outreach of John, right
here in this Laodicean
Age)! Brothers and sisters,
here we have a Bible
Promise of the Return of
the Spirit (Anointing) of
John, and we say this,
because John the beloved
Apostle did not fulfill this
prophetic commission. In
97 A.D., he was released
from the Isle of Patmos
where he had been
banished a year earlier,
and he went back to
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Ephesus in Asia Minor,
modern day Turkey, and he
never left Asia Minor till he
died around 100 A.D. – 101
A.D.! He most certainly did
not “prophesy again”, (a
second time on a global
scale), “before many
Peoples, and Nations,
and Tongues, and
Kings”, and hence, he just
did not fulfil this
commission! This truth is
undeniable! And as we ALL
know, Thus saith the Lord
cannot fail! Consequently,
we must realise that Saint
John received this
commission in 96 A.D., for
and on behalf of the Endtime John, for in the spirit,
he was standing in the
shoes of the End-time
John! Period! Moreover, we
can take this commission to
the Gospel of Saint John
Chapter 21, and it
immediately lets us see
something. It helps us to
understand why the Lord
Jesus told Saint Peter, that
the Anointing of John will
tarry till he (Christ) returns
for his Bride, even as
verses 21-23 provides:
“Peter seeing him” (John
following them), “saith to
Jesus, Lord, and what
shall This Man DO?”
( M I N I S T R Y- W I S E ) .
“Jesus saith unto him, If I
will that he TARRY TILL I

COME”, (referring not to
John the man, but to the
Anointing, the Spirit of God
that he was potentially
invested with), “what is
that to thee? follow thou
me. Then went this
saying abroad among the
brethren, that that
disciple should not die:
yet Jesus said not unto
him, He shall not die; but,
IF I WILL THAT HE TARRY
TILL I COME, what is that
to thee?” Because there is
A Great Work for the one
anointed with the Spirit of
John to do, right here at this
Evening Time, in bringing
the Universal Bride to that
point of Revelational
Completeness, bearing the
Fullness of the Bible
Revelation of Jesus Christ,
“unto the measure of the
stature of THE FULNESS
OF CHRIST”! Now fight
that! Deny it!
Brothers and sisters, by the
commandment of the
Almighty God, expressed
in Revelation Chapter 10,
verse 8, Jesus Christ gave
the Entire Scroll of
Redemption to John, for his
total consumption, in
verses 9-10, meaning that
John has Everything OF
JESUS CHRIST!
Therefore, let me now ask
you in ALL sincerity:
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Scripturally speaking, what
does this show you of
John's Ministry? YOU
H AV E T O S E E T H E
ENDING APOSTOLIC
LEAD MINISTRY, THE
SCRIBE MINISTRY OF
COMPLETION! And if you
cannot see it, I cannot help
you, because it cannot be
plainer! It is so simple! Look
at it: John did not eat half or
even three quarters of the
Scroll of Redemption, but
he ate the Entire Scroll,
without sharing the eating
of it with any other man in
the Ministry, whatever Fold
of Ministry, and whatever
Type of Ministry, for he did
not even share it with the
other Thunders! JOHN
ATE The Entire Scroll of
Redemption! This
prophetic fact lets us see
without any atom of doubt,
that Revelational
Completeness is in John,
for it will be attained
t h r o u g h J o h n !
Furthermore, brothers and
sisters, since he was given
the commission to carry the
Complete Message of
Jesus Christ around the
globe, based on the Entire
Scroll of Redemption that
he ate, which gives us the
Closing Message of Jesus
Christ, hence, I have to ask
you again, exactly who is
John?! What does this
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prophetic scriptural fact
make John? You have to
see A Messenger, A Minor
Messenger, THE
MESSENGER OF
COMPLETENESS! Let me
also say this morning,
when we consider the
commission that John
received in this prophetic
passage of the Holy
Scriptures, saints of God,
the commission of John is
even clearer to understand,
and plainer in its rendition,
than that of the Star
Messenger to this Age, as
conveyed in verse 7, where
he is prophetically referred
to as “the Seventh
Angel”! That is precisely
why it is very difficult for the
religious world,
Christendom, to accept
that Revelation 10:7,
applies to any human
being, and not a spirit
angel, for it takes a deep
revelation of the Word of
God, to see this great Truth!
It is for this reason that the
Organisational –
Denominational World take
“the Seventh Angel”, to
be nothing but a spirit
angel! On the other hand,
and in total contrast, the
Ministry commission of
Apostle John in verse 11 of
the same Chapter, is
plainer, much plainer, than
that of the Star Messenger

in verse 7! And if verse 7
gives us the Star
Messenger to this Seventh
Age, this Laodicean Age,
who is A Major Messenger,
then what does verses 8-11
give to us? You have to see
the man who carries the
Message of Redemption in
its Completeness, on a
global scale, and this gives
us nothing but A Minor
Messenger to this Last
Age! The very fact that
John Ate the Complete
Scroll of Redemption,
scripturally proves that
John is carrying “Things”
(Revelations), that Brother
Branham did not carry,
because what Brother
Branham carried was only
a portion, A Measure of
Christ's Revelational
Fullness! It also shows that
John is also carrying
“Things” (Revelations),
that Brother Jackson also
did not carry, because what
Brother Jackson carried
was also only a portion,
though a greater portion
than what Brother
Branham bore, but it was A
Measure of Christ's
Revelational Fullness,
nonetheless, whereas
John is carrying
EVERYTHING, For THE
WORD BRIDE! Brothers
and sisters, by the time it is
ALL over, there will be
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nothing in the Holy Bible,
No Written Word of God,
whether in the Full Gospel,
or in Bible Prophecy, that
pertains to the revelation of
Jesus Christ, that the Elect
Bride will not possess! I say
this, because it is not every
prophetic passage of the
Holy Scriptures that
devolve upon the
revelation of the Bride of
Christ; for not everything
relates to the revelation
that the Bride must and will
have, things that are
ordained for her statural
growth into Christ's Full
Revelatory Image! Let me
give you a good prophetic
example. When we go to
the Book of Ezekiel, saints
of God, Chapters 40-45
deals mainly with the
description of the Millennial
Temple, with its precise
layout and its specific
measurements. It gives the
Blueprint of the Third
Temple that will be built at
this End-time, right on the
Te m p l e g r o u n d i n
Jerusalem, in which Christ
will rule and reign over the
whole earth, along with the
description of the various
instruments and
implements of service,
which the Elect Seeds
among the Nation of Israel
will produce, and the
division of the Land in
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Jerusalem around the
Temple. These things are
ALL reserved for the
understanding of the
children of Israel to which it
pertains! Consequently, the
revelation of those
prophetic things are strictly
for the Jewish people
concerned, and not for the
Bride of Christ. We do not
need to know these things;
we do not need to know the
details of these things,
except to know that the
Third Temple will be built, in
full accordance with the
Word of God, and that the
Blueprint is laid out in the
Book of Ezekiel; and to also
know the essence of the
animal sacrifices that will
be offered throughout the
Millennium, that it will only
be for a memorial,
reminding the Millennial
subjects of the great
sacrifice that the King of
kings, who is now sitting in
Jerusalem, and whom they
have come to worship, has
made on behalf of Adam's
Entire Fallen Race! Is that
right? Absolutely!
Therefore, it is not every
single prophetic verse of
Scripture that we need to
know, because not
everything in the Holy Bible
relates to the revelation of
the Bride of Christ, the
things that we need for our

spiritual understanding and
statural growth, for some
things were written strictly
for the Jews, the children of
Israel! Moreover, a great
portion of the prophecies of
the Old Testament, relate
strictly to the history of the
Jews, for they speak of the
past! Nevertheless, by the
time it is ALL over, brothers
and sisters, this Holy Bible
would have been fully
dusted off the Bride of
Jesus Christ, to possess
whatsoever Scriptures
relate to God's Great Plan
of Redemption, and the
revelation of our Saviour
Jesus Christ! So, I am
saying ALL that to make a
very crucial point. If
Revelation 10:7, gives us a
M e s s e n g e r , t h e St a r
Messenger, A Major
Messenger, a man who is
the Principal Householder
Scribe, what about
Revelation 10:11?! We
have to see that that is the
Ending Lead Ministry, A
Minor Messenger, the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
Completion, a man who is
the Third and Final
Householder Scribe, being
the man who eats the
Entire Scroll of
Redemption! This
prophetic fact lets us
clearly see that
R e v e l a t i o n a l
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Completeness will be
obtained under the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
John, the Third
Householder Scribe.
Period! And for this cogent
scriptural reason, saints,
we have to see that it is the
Apostolic Ministry of John
that is right in here, (Brother
Amos points to the chart),
as the Third Scribe, the
Ministry the Lord
foreordained for obtaining
revelational completion,
the Revelational Fullness
of Christ. This is as clear
as day!
Brothers and sisters, let us
now also consider this
Third and Final Lead
M i n i s t r y, f r o m t h e
perspective of the
prophetic insight which the
Lord gave Elijah, one which
firmly and perfectly aligns
with the Holy Scriptures, on
God's Ministerial Plot,
God's Logistics, for
obtaining Revelational
Completeness. In his
message dated 1960, and
titled, The Seven Church
Ages, under The
Pergamean Church Age,
page 174, paragraph 2,
Brother Branham warned:
“Now I want you to be
very careful here and
SEE THIS. God has
promised that at the End
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Time Malachi 4 is going to
be fulfilled”, (referring to
himself as Elijah). “It has
to be, for it is the Spiritquickened Word of God
spoken by the Prophet
Malachi. Jesus referred
to it. It is just before
Christ comes the Second
Time. By the time Jesus
comes” (for his Bride),
“ALL SCRIPTURE MUST
BE FULFILLED. The
Gentile Dispensation will
be in its Last Church Age,
when THAT MESSENGER
OF MALACHI COMES.
He” (Elijah, Brother
Branham referring to
himself), “will be right
with the Word. He” (Elijah,
the Prophet still referring to
himself), “will take the
whole Bible from
Genesis to Revelation.
He will start at the
Serpent's Seed AND
CARRY ON TO THE
MESSENGER IN THE
LATTER RAIN.” Church, in
this prophetic quote, the
Prophet openly
acknowledged that there is
coming “A Messenger in
the Latter Rain”, and as
we ALL know, the Latter
Rain is still ahead as we
speak today! And it will take
the Latter Rain to
Reproduce the Pure and
Original Seed Word Bride
Church, because the True

Church cannot be
Reproduced without “The
Latter Rain”, which gives
us the Quickening Power of
God released upon the
Word Bride. James
Chapter 5, verse 7, tells us
that, even as it is written:
“Be patient therefore,
brethren, unto the
coming of the Lord”
(Jesus). “Behold, the
husbandman waiteth for
the precious Fruit of the
earth, and hath long
patience for it, until he
receive THE EARLY and
LATTER RAIN”, (giving us
the Planting or Sowing
Rain, and the Harvesting
Rain). Saints of God, may I
remind you that it took the
Rain that Fell here, on the
extreme top left section of
the chart, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), which
was the “Former Rain”, to
produce the Early Church,
the Pure and Original Seed
Church! That was exactly
what took place on the Day
of Pentecost, for the Day of
Pentecost gave us “The
Former Rain”, which is
also called “The Early
Rain.” Today, in this
Seventh and Final Age, we
are looking forward to “The
Latter Rain”, which is
going to be a much Greater
Rain, one that Brother
Branham called, “The
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REAL RAIN”. In his
message dated 18th,
March 1962, titled, The
Spoken Word Is The
Original Seed, Brother
Branham said: “See now
why I have been so
zealous of the kind of
Seed that I planted for the
Body? The RAIN is going
to Fall pretty soon now; I
mean, THE REAL RAIN.
And it's got to have Seed
to Fall on”, (which is the
Pure Original Seed of the
Word. Brother Branham
now stated): “I HOPE I
LIVE TO SEE IT.” Brother
Branham wished for it,
because it will outclass
whatever we see under his
Ministry, since we are
looking at THE
WRAPPING UP MOVE OF
ALMIGHTY GOD, which
gives us the Ending
Glory! It is not about
Brother Branham, Elijah,
and neither is it about
Brother Jackson, the Chief
Apostle, nor is it about
John, or about any other
man, but this is ALL about
Jesus Christ, and God's
Great Plan of Redemption,
the Lord's Ending Plan of
Universal Redemption! Full
stop! This means that we
ought to be able to see
God's Revealed Logistics,
the Divine Means ordained
for the Universal Bride to
attain Revelational
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Completeness! It simply
means we ought to see the
various Lead Ministries
conveyed in the Holy
Scriptures, in Revelation
10:7; in Revelation 10:8-11;
and in Matthew 13:52,
Consecutive Householder
Scribes, especially the
present Apostolic
Householder Scribe, the
Messenger in the Latter
Rain! And right here in this
Laodicean Age, when the
Elect Bride comes to the
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ, when she
obtains that Full
Revelational Measure, is
precisely where we will
have “The Latter Rain”,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), for this Spirit Rain
will come with a much
greater divine glory, a much
greater supernatural power
display of God, than what
took place back in the Day
of Pentecost, which gives
us “The Former Rain”!
Remember, as we said
earlier, the Former Rain
was what produced THE
EARLY CHURCH, one that
astounded the world, for as
it is written in Acts Chapter
5, verse 13: “And of the
rest durst No Man”
(dared) “join himself to
them”, (who were the
believers): “but the
people magnified them.
And believers were the

more added to the Lord,
multitudes both of men
and women.)” Because
the Original Church that
was born on the Day of
Pentecost, started with
only Original Pure Seeds of
God, with absolutely No
Tares among them! The
unbelievers were very
much afraid of that “Little
Flock”, that small group of
saints, the Original Seed
Church, for they were
greatly revered! May I
remind you, brothers and
sisters, you and I have
never seen this Original
Pure Seed Church. We
have only seen Traditional
Christianity, Christianity
that is expressed through
the Denominational –
Organisational Systems of
Religion, as it has been
projected through time, and
hence, it is looked upon as
Christianity, when in fact, it
is nothing but Counterfeit
Christianity, being wholly
Apostate! Brothers and
sisters, when you look out
there in the world of
Organised Religion,
Apostate Christendom, you
have to agree with me that
we are yet to come back to
Original Seeds! Saints, of
a truth, you and I have not
y e t s e e n T r u e
Christianity, but we see
God slowly putting a people
together, having first called
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them out from Babylon,
Organised Religion, and
laying a solid Foundation
of Faith for them, as He
slowly and steadily adorns
their souls with the
revelation of Life. In other
words, the Lord is slowly
and quietly working upon
them by His Spirit, because
it takes time to get the Bride
in shape, and a much
longer time to obtain
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness. So by
beholding the Full
Revelatory Stature of
Jesus Christ that has been
Unveiled before her, she
can be transformed into the
very same image, by the
Power of God. Therefore,
we must know, brothers
and sisters, that something
is coming! For there is
coming A Rain, right at this
point of Revelational
Completeness, and there is
also “A Messenger” in the
hour of “The Latter Rain”,
FOR THAT IS WHERE
THE PROGRAMME OF
GENTILE REDEMPTION
ENDS! So, for the
umpteenth time, we must
ask ourselves this crucial
question: Who is “The
Messenger IN THE
LATTER RAIN”? Who
is he?

Messenger in the Latter
Rain” is, we cannot take it
anywhere else, scripturally
speaking, but to Revelation
10:8-11, just as we have
scripturally established,
and it gives us none other
than the Ministry of the End
Time JOHN, THE
M I N I S T R Y O F
COMPLETION! And talking
about Completion, we are
not only looking at the
Completion of the
Revelation of the Word
Bride, but we are also
looking at the Completion
of the Reproduction of the
Original Pure Seed Bride,
in full and perfect readiness
for Harvest, on the day of
Rapture! In essence, we
are saying that obtaining
the Standard of the
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ, by the
Universal Bride of Christ, in
order for that Original
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry
to BUILD HER UP, “unto
the measure of the
stature of THE FULNESS
OF CHRIST”, is not left to
our imaginations, and
neither does it have
anything to do with what we
think, or what we feel! Who
cares about what anyone
thinks and feels, when it
comes to the Word of
God?! As it is written: “The
Saints of God, when we just shall live BY FAITH”!
c o n s i d e r w h o “ T h e It is also written: “For we
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walk by Faith, NOT BY
SIGHT”! (Gal. 3:11; 2 Cor.
5:7). And by Faith, which is
by divine revelation, we
cast down every
imagination that is contrary
to the Word of God, and we
bring into captivity and
subjection, every high and
proud thought, to the
obedience of the Word of
Christ! (2 Cor. 10:3-5).
Exactly! So, we can ALL
clearly see that scripturally,
“The Messenger in the
Latter Rain”, the Ministry
whom the Prophet to this
Age openly testified of, for
he openly, plainly, and
categorically pointed
forward to him, gives us
none other than the Lead
Ministry of Apostle John,
the Third and Final
Householder Scribe! He is
the chosen vessel of clay,
t h r o u g h w h o m
Revelational Fullness will
be obtained by the
Universal Bride of Christ,
thereby bringing
Completion to the Bible
Message of Elijah,
because The Message of
Jesus Christ is One, Not
Two, BUT ONE! This is a
truth we brought out in the
Scribe, titled, Completing
The Voice Of The Seventh
Angel, where we gave a
total and infallible
breakdown of Revelation
Chapter 10, verse 7. And if
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you have not yet read it, I
will implore you to go and
read that Scribe message.
You will see that the
Branham Movement are
talking about the Ministry of
a man they do not truly
understand, and that is why
they do not have a
complete and perfect
understanding of that
prophetic verse of
Scripture; we are talking
about Revelation 10:7! As
empty barrels, they are
only making a lot of noise
over what they do not really
understand! Of a truth, we
are the ones who possess
the complete and perfect
understanding of the
M i n i s t r y, a n d o f t h e
Message of Revelation
10:7! And it is not on
account of our smartness,
and neither is it because we
are better, nor is it on
a c c o u n t o f o u r
righteousness, it is just
God's sovereign grace and
mercy towards us that
makes the difference, for of
ourselves, we are nothing!
Nevertheless, we must
know that there has got to
be a wise people upon the
face of this earth, A Wise
Virgin Class of Believers,
here at this End Time, an
elect remnant of people
that the Spirit of Truth is
dealing with, to give a true
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understanding of
something! For “The
Mystery of God” we are
given in Revelation 10:7,
which is the Salvation of the
Gentile Elects, is to be
“Finished”, (meaning,
Completed), Not by William
Branham, but it is to be
Completed by Apostle
John, “in the days” (of the
global publication) “of the
Voice of the Seventh
Angel”! Brothers and
sisters, one thing no one
can deny, and it does not
matter what the Movement
think, feel, or say to the
contrary; one thing no one
can refute, and that is that
Brother Branham pointed
forward to another
Messenger, A Future
Messenger, “The
Messenger in the Latter
Rain”, where it ALL ends,
which is where we have
Completion, and where the
Word Bride will produce her
Fruits! Remember, the
focus and title of our
message is, Revelational
Completeness. On
January 12, 1961, in
Questions And Answers,
beginning from paragraph
384, please listen carefully
to what Brother Branham
stated: “Listen, brethren, I
ADJURE YOU BEFORE
CHRIST that you hold
this part of your peace”,

(meaning that he wanted to
project something that
pertains to our peace). He
wanted to give forth a
crucial revelation, a key
Bible thought, if only we
could catch it. Remember
our Lord Jesus gave the
same admonition in 33
A.D., at his triumphant
entry into Jerusalem, as
recorded in Luke 19:41-44,
when he wept over that city,
saying: “If only you had
known, at least in this thy
d a y, t h e t h i n g s , t h e
revelations, that pertain to
your peace. But now they
are hid from your eyes”,
and he pronounced divine
judgment upon Jerusalem.
We ALL know the
repercussion, for
Jerusalem was later
invaded by the Roman
Army, and raised to the
ground in 70 A.D., just as
the Lord had prophesied!
We will take the declaration
of Brother Branham again:
“Listen, brethren, I
ADJURE YOU BEFORE
CHRIST that you hold
T H I S PA R T o f y o u r
PEACE, but IF you were
spiritual YOU WOULD
UNDERSTAND. SEE?
Don't you know what the
very first thing He” (the
Angel of the Lord) “said
down there on the river?”
(On the Ohio River in
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1933). “Don't you
remember what He said?
“As John the Baptist was
sent forth to Forerun the
First Coming of Christ,
your Message…” (AS
ELIJAH). “IT'S THE
MESSAGE”, (AND NOT
BROTHER BRANHAM,
but it is THE MESSAGE),
“that will Forerun the
Second Coming of
Christ. That's what the
Angel of the Lord said.
Now, notice. Now, “As
John the Baptist…” Now,
ALL of you have heard
that. You've read it in
books, and heard people
that standing there
hearing It, and everything
else, when that Angel
Itself spoke that
message, “As John the
Baptist was sent forth to
Forerun the First Coming
of Christ, you are sent
with THIS MESSAGE, will
Forerun the Second
Coming of Christ.” Now,
“THE MESSAGE.” Now, if
you'll notice… Now, I'm
going to be honest as I
can be, I don't think I'd
have anything to do with
THAT MESSENGER, see.
That's right. I believe that
I am maybe being sent for
A PART”, (A PORTION, A
PHASE), “in His Church,
to help Build THAT
MESSAGE up TO A
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PLACE to where it would
w h e n
T H I S
FORERUNNER COMES,
that he will come. But I
believe, me being what I
am”, (being Elijah), “I
am… I believe that I have
THE MESSAGE of the
Day. I believe that this is
the Light of the Day”,
(The Message of Jesus
Christ for the Laodicean
Church Age. And the Bible
Message of Jesus Christ is
One, though it is
progressively given,
Further Light being
c o n s t a n t l y a n d
continuously added to the
Bible Message of Jesus
Christ, UNTIL WE OBTAIN
Revelational Fullness,
Revelational Completion),
“and I believe it's
pointing to THAT TIME
COMING, you see…” Did
you catch it?! Skipping
paragraph 388, let us now
take paragraphs 389-391,
where Elijah openly
admitted again, saying:
“Now look, now let me
say something. Now, you
brethren keep this
among yourself. See?
Now, keep this among
yourself. I got to get you
straight on this because
you're my pastors…
you're my pastors and
things, you see, and I got
to do this. And you're

brothers with me working
in this Message. See?
Now, as far as me myself,
as a man, I'm as you and
worse than you…. Many
of you all come with
Christian backgrounds
and things. “I'm the
chiefest of sinners,” as it
was said one time,
“among you.” The lowest
of life, I guess, that could
be lived, as an unbeliever
and doubter, I was. But
since a child I've always
knowed that there was a
God, and knowed there
was something
happened in my life. And
that's beyond any
question, my brother.
See?” (Now listen closely
to what Brother Branham
now openly and
categorically admitted, for
he openly confessed,
declaring): “But let me say
this, that there WILL
come A MESSAGE” (OF
COMPLETENESS), “and
there WILL come A
Messenger” (OF
COMPLETENESS). “I
believe that if it's to be a
m a n , I T ' L L B E
SOMEBODY AFTER ME.
See? It'll be… But this
Message that I'm
preaching is the True
Message of this Day”,
(because the Bible
Message of the Elijah-Star
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Messenger, forms a
scaffold around the True
Revelation of Jesus Christ
for this Seventh Age, and
the Revelation of Christ is
One, though progressively
given, until we obtain the
Fullness of the Revelation
of Jesus Christ), “and it's
the Last Message.” (Then
he threw a spanner, in
order to derail Non-elects,
who are Unbelievers, by
stating): “You see what
I'm doing, brethren? I'm
putting you ALL the same
place I am, 'cause you're
just as much into it as I
am. You are Messengers
of this same Message.”
No, we are not ALL
M e s s e n g e r s !
Nevertheless, these are
the kind of unscriptural
statements that tares will
hold unto, and be derailed
from the True Foundation
of the Word of God!
Remember, he had earlier
warned in paragraph 384,
saying: “Listen, brethren,
I adjure you before Christ
that you HOLD this part
of YOUR PEACE, but IF
you were spiritual you
would understand. See?”
Then in paragraph 386, he
now declared: “… Now, I'm
going to be honest as I
can be, I don't think I'd
have anything to do with
THAT MESSENGER, see.
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That's right. I believe that
I am maybe being sent for
A Part in His Church, TO
H E L P B U I L D T H AT
MESSAGE UP TO A
PLACE to where it
would, WHEN THIS
FORERUNNER COMES,
THAT HE WILL COME.”
Because Jesus Christ has
to have, and he will have, a
literal Messenger on the
ground, A Forerunner, here
on earth, when he comes
for his Elect Royal Bride, on
the glorious day of Rapture,
in that hour of The Latter
Rain! Skipping to
paragraph 391, the
Prophet also added: “But
let me say this, that There
WILL COME” (in the
Future) “A MESSAGE,
and there WILL COME”
(in the Future) “A
MESSENGER. I believe
that if it's to be a man,
IT'LL BE SOMEBODY”
(ELSE) “AFTER ME.
See?” For as the Prophet
was plainly and
emphatically told by the
Angel of the Lord in 1933,
his MESSAGE is what
Foreruns, and not the
Prophet himself! And that is
precisely why Brother
Branham is not here to
witness the Return of
Christ, for he has been
dead now for almost 54
years, but his Message is

still here, an incontestable
fact which vindicates this
prophetic quote, OF A
COMING PHYSICAL
FORERUNNER OF THE
MYSTICAL RETURN OF
C H R I S T, “ T H E
MESSENGER IN THE
LATTER RAIN”, THE
M I N I S T R Y O F
COMPLETENESS! Saints,
may I warn that you are not
going to get the Branham
Movement, this
Unbelieving and Idolatrous
Movement, to agree to this
truth of another man after
Brother Branham, for the
Prophet is ALL they accept,
particularly as they have a
number of counter-quotes
on this issue, which
constitutes the “FAN” of
Matthew 3:12, a prophetic
verse of Scripture to which
they have absolutely No
clue about! Brothers and
sisters, the material and
fundamental question we
need to ask, however, is
this: In this quote of
January 1961, exactly what
“MESSAGE” did Brother
Branham say this Future
“Forerunner”, this
“Messenger”, will “come”
with? As Bride saints, who
are “the children of
Light”, we must know that
it is not another Message,
and neither is it a New
Message, but it is the Bible
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Message of Jesus Christ in
its CONTINUATION and
FULLNESS, which Apostle
John bears, as the Third
and Final Householder
Scribe, taking in ALL the
Revelational Inputs of the
Chief Apostle, the Second
Householder Scribe, plus
ALL the Revelational Inputs
of the Elijah-Star
Messenger, the Principal
Scribe, the First
Householder Scribe! Full
stop! For THE MESSAGE
OF CHRIST IS ONE, AND
IT IS THE MESSAGE OF
THE HOLY BIBLE, AS
THERE IS NO OTHER
MESSAGE!
Consequently, saints of
God, we are looking at the
Message in its
Continuation and Fullness,
for that is precisely what
Brother Branham was
talking about, as everything
has to be brought back to
the Word, the Holy
Scriptures! And that was
also precisely why back in
May 1960, which was
about a year earlier, in his
message, titled, The Seven
Church Ages, he had
clearly and openly pointed
Forward to “THE
MESSENGER in the
Latter Rain”, which gives
us The Messenger OF
COMPLETENESS, who
Revelational Completeness - Part 3
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bears The Message OF
COMPLETENESS! We
just cannot have A
Messenger without A
Message! And as we ALL
know, the Message of
Jesus Christ is One, except
that it is being continuously
and steadily borne in its
Progressive Measure, for it
is “From Faith to Faith”,
until we obtain Revelational
Completeness, which
brings us to the Hour of
“The Latter Rain”! As
such, we have to
understand that when we
are considering “The
Messenger in the Latter
Rain”, we are not looking
at a New Message, but we
are looking strictly at
CHRIST'S BIBLE
M E S S A G E
O F
COMPLETENESS! Why is
this so, you may ask? It is
because there is a
Revelational Measure, a
Revelational Standard that
THE WORD BRIDE must
possess, in her
understanding of the
TRUTH! It is just as
Ephesians Chapter 4,
verse 13 tells us, that we
are not only going to
“come in The Unity of The
Faith”, but we are also
going to come to The Unity
“of the knowledge of the
Son of God, unto a
perfect man, unto the

measure of the stature of
THE FULNESS OF
CHRIST.” This is also why
Ephesians Chapter 3,
verse 18, similarly tells us
that we will “comprehend
with ALL saints what is
the Breadth, and Length,
and Depth, and Height” of
the revelatory riches of
God, invested in Jesus
Christ! So, what are we
talking about? It is simply
that it is impossible for the
Universal Bride to come
into Revelational
Completeness, without The
Bearer of the Full Bible
Light of Jesus Christ!
Particularly with the demise
(death) of the End-time
Elijah, and likewise that of
the Chief Apostle! You
cannot deny this
fundamental scriptural fact,
because we know what we
know today, and to the
revelational measure or
extent to which the Spirit of
Truth Unveiled it from the
Holy Bible, as per
December 2004, because
we followed the Lead
Scribe Ministries of Elijah
and the Chief Apostle! In
other words, we do not
know what we know by
ourselves, and hence, we
do not have the measure
that we have as of
December 2004, ALL by
ourselves, but we have it
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through two successive
vessels of Revealed Truth,
the End-time Elijah, and the
End-time Paul!
Consequently, we also
cannot have Revelational
Continuity and Completion,
without A Vessel OF
TRUTH! Full stop! What is
so difficult to understand in
this issue, if it is not as
Christ rightly stated, that
people “…. Loved
Darkness rather than
Light”?! (John 3:19). Take
it or leave it: The Lord has to
have an anointed vessel of
Truth, A TRUE WITNESS,
A Final Apostolic
Householder Scribe,
giving us Revelational
Continuity and Completion,
the Lord opening up the
Fountain of Ever-Fresh and
Ever-Flowing Water of the
Word Unlimited, in this
Third and Final Junction of
Time, for a thorough
washing of the Elect Bride,
so that our Bridegroom,
Jesus Christ, might present
her to himself “A Glorious
Church”! (Eph. 5:26-27). It
is precisely for this very
reason that the Prophet to
this Age gave us the two
profound quotes we just
considered, on two
different occasions, one in
May 1960, and the other in
January 1961, where he
plainly spoke about this
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Messenger that is to come!
In 1960, in The Seven
Church Ages, he referred to
him as “The Messenger in
the Latter Rain”, which is
where it ALL ends for the
Universal Bride of Christ!
Again, in January 1961, in
Questions And Answers,
he now referred to the
same vessel of clay as A
Forerunner, saying: “This
Forerunner”! Brothers
and sisters, we are looking
at A Live Apostolic Lead
Ministry, the Last Gentile
Witness of Jesus Christ,
the End-Type of Enoch! For
as it is written: “Jesus
Christ the same
yesterday, and to day,
and for ever”! (Heb. 13:8).
The God of the Old
Testament, is the God of
the New Testament, and
the God of Enoch, is the
same God of John! You are
not hearing me! The Holy
Bible says of Enoch in
Hebrews Chapter 11, verse
5: “BY FAITH”, (which is
DIVINE REVELATION,
without which it is
impossible for any man to
please God), “ENOCH
W A S T R A N S L AT E D
THAT HE SHOULD NOT
SEE DEATH; and was not
found, because God had
translated him: for before
his translation he had
this testimony, that he

pleased God.” Now the
Epistle of Jude Chapter 1,
verse 14, also records:
“And ENOCH also, the
Seventh from ADAM,
prophesied of these,
saying, Behold, the Lord
cometh with ten
thousands of his saints.”
Therefore, ENOCH, a man
who “was translated”, a
man who was “caught up
into paradise”, for he was
raptured, being “The
Seventh from Adam”, Set
A Type, not only of William
Branham, the Star
Messenger to this Seventh
Age, but more especially
and particularly, ENOCH
Set A Perfect Type of the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
JOHN, who will literally be
on ground, to Lead the
Bride to her translation, and
who will equally be
translated, just as ENOCH
was translated! This is
incontestably so, because
Enoch was a Live Ministry
on ground in Genesis,
when he went in the
Rapture, for as it is written,
he did not see death!
(Heb. 11:5). Come on!
Consequently, with Brother
Branham being in the
grave, having seen death,
and with Brother Jackson
also being in the grave,
having equally seen death,
we have to see scripturally,
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that John, “The
Messenger in the Latter
Rain”, A Minor Messenger,
The Messenger OF
COMPLETION, the man
who will be on ground till
the Rapture, as The
Physical Forerunner of the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ, is the Perfect EndType of Enoch! I am only
Unveiling to you God's
Ending Plan of
Redemption, but the
pertinent and fundamental
question is: Do you believe
the Holy Bible, the inspired
canonical Scriptures?! And
can you see the Plot?! Can
you see the Picture of the
Word of God?! For
someone somewhere has
to be used by God as The
Vessel OF COMPLETION,
and God is completely
sovereign in His choice of
vessel! As long as we are
given Unlimited and
Unrestrained access to the
Ever-Fresh and EverFlowing Water of the
Revealed Word, to bring
the Universal Word Bride to
that point of Revelational
Completeness, what is our
problem?! The bottom-line
is, Can you see the
Revealed Word?! That is
the issue, because the
Fountain of Revealed
Truth, giving forth Fresh
and Crystal-Clear Water of
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Life, is Flowing ceaselessly
as we speak! But can you
see the Truth of the Word of
God in its projection?! And
do you really believe the
Holy Scriptures?! That is
the main issue, because
Truth is sounding today
with a crystal-clear tone,
and I have to add that the
presentation of Truth has
never been so clear, it has
never been as clear! It is
the Lord's doing, and to
God be the glory! Amen!
Brothers and sisters, just
as William Branham
implored in his sermon of
19th May 1957, titled,
LOVE, I equally implore
you: “Don't you look at
the Messenger; LOOK AT
THE MESSAGE I'M
TALKING ABOUT.” In
paragraphs 64-65, Brother
Branham pleaded: “I'm
your brother and I love
you. A PORTION of your
living has been given to
me a while ago, for my
living. And I'd be really a
rat if I stood in this pulpit
and shunned to declare
the counsel of God, or
told you something
wrong. But as a lover of
your soul, and as a lover
of your being, I say unto
you that Jesus Christ is
absolutely the same
yesterday, today, and

forever. He's raised from
the dead, alive tonight,
right here in this building
now. Well, you say, “I
don't see Him.” We talk
about this Light.” (Which
is the supernatural Light,
the Halo that was
photographed over Brother
Branham's head). “When
it appeared, many of you
has seen it. It's in
Washington, DC,
copyrighted it, the only
Light, supernatural
Being that was ever
photographed. You know
the story of it. It's went
through the papers and
around the world. What
was it? It's the same
Angel of God that led the
children of Israel.” (The
Prophet was pointing them
to the Halo, which was the
supernatural Light behind
h i s M i n i s t r y. B r o t h e r
Branham continued,
saying): “Oh,” you say,
“Jesus…” Yes, sir. Jesus
Christ the same
yesterday, today, and
forever… Now, watch just
a moment, before we
start. Who was it,
readers, Bible scholars?
What was It that lead the
children of Israel out of
Egypt? It was the Angel
of the Covenant, is that
right? Who is the Angel of
the Covenant? Jesus
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Christ. He was a Pillar of
Fire. He stood here on
earth. He said, “I come
from God; I go back to
God.” He come here was
manifested in flesh.
When he went back…
You say, “He went back to
a Light again?”
Absolutely! The Bible
said so. “It does?” Read
where Paul was on his
road down to Damascus,
and a Light that stood
before him, that even
dimmed his eyes. Them
who stood by never saw
It. Paul saw It. You believe
Paul saw It? Them who
stood by never saw It. But
Paul did. It even blinded
his eyes. He was blind for
several days. He said,
“Who are You, Lord?” He
said, “I'm Jesus.” Is that
the Bible? Then if He's
raised from the dead,
here's His picture,
scientifically, that He's
the same. Here's His
works moving on that
He's the same.” (Now
catch this): “But the
reason you're looking at
it” (skeptically, rejecting
the Prophet's Bible
Restoring Message),
“BECAUSE SOME
UNEDUCATED PERSON
LIKE MYSELF IS
BRINGING YOU THE
MESSAGE.” That is the
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issue! That is the problem!
Just like people today are
looking at the colour of a
man's skin, for they are
looking at race, A Black
Man from Africa! But Elijah
warned whoever has ears
to hear, saying: “Don't you
look at the Messenger;
LOOK AT THE MESSAGE
I'M TALKING ABOUT.”
Exactly! Furthermore, in his
later sermon dated April
17th, 1960, titled, GO
TELL, Brother Branham
again implored, saying: “If
you don't believe the
Messenger, BELIEVE
THE MESSAGE.” THIS IS
B E C A U S E T H E
MESSAGE IS PURE
BIBLE TRUTH, AND THE
ELECT SEEDS OF GOD,
BEING CHILDREN OF
LIGHT, OUGHT TO BE
ABLE TO SEE THE
TRUTH OF GOD IN
PROJECTION! They ought
to, and they will, IF they are
truly children of Light!
Brother Branham
admonished in paragraphs
189-194 of the same
message, titled, GO TELL,
saying: “Look at the
Syrophenician woman
when she come to Jesus.
She said, “Lord, my
daughter is grievously
vexed with a devil. Thou
Son of David, come heal
her.” He said, “It's not

meet for Me to take the
children's bread and give
it to you dogs.” Whew!
What if He would have
said that to some of us?
We'd say, “Call me a dog?
Huh, wasn't nothing to
Him, anyhow! The big
Church is right. He ain't
nothing but a holy-roller.
He's nothing but a
Beelzebub.” We'd have
that attitude. But not
her.” (She had a very
humble attitude to the
Words of the Master. She
did not allow racial
prejudice, anti-Semitic
attitude, or even carnal
ego, her human pride, to
get in her way! Exactly)!
“She said, “It's true, Lord.
You're exactly right. But
the dogs are willing to eat
the scraps under the
children's table.” (He
meant the Master's table).
“That got Him. He said,
“For this saying, the devil
left your daughter. For
this saying!” It's your
attitude, friends. Did not
He say it? You've got to
believe it, friends.” (Now
listen seriously to this):
“You, don't believe me,
I'm a man; BUT YOU
B E L I E V E W H AT I ' M
TELLING YOU, BELIEVE
THE MESSAGE”,
(BECAUSE IT IS SOLIDLY
BIBLE BASED! Hence, the
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Prophet begged yet again,
saying): “IF YOU DON'T
B E L I E V E T H E
MESSENGER, BELIEVE
THE MESSAGE. If a man
walked in the room there,
with a telegram, no
matter who, what the man
looked like, or who he
was, big or little”, (black,
white, brown, or yellow),
“you believe what's on
the telegram, not the
man. GOD SENT ME TO
TELL YOU. I HAVE A
MESSAGE.” In the same
vein, brothers and sisters,
we must also see “The
Messenger IN THE
LATTER RAIN”, bearing
the Revelational Fullness
of Jesus Christ, The
M e s s e n g e r O F
COMPLETION, who will be
on ground till the Rapture,
The End-Type of Enoch!
You have to believe the
Message of Continuity and
Completion, because it is
God's Absolute Truth! It is
the Gospel Truth! That was
the reason by God's
commission, by God's
commandment, John was
asked to go to Jesus Christ,
characterised by the
Mighty Angel, and collect
the Open Scroll of
Redemption from his hand.
And our Lord Jesus Christ
gave the Open Scroll of
Redemption to John, for his
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total consumption, and he
ate the Entire Scroll,
showing us with absolute
scriptural clarity, that the
Complete or Full Measure
of the scriptural revelation
of Jesus Christ, is in John!
Brothers and sisters, it
further lets us realise that
the Redemption of the
Gentiles, that God used
Apostle Paul to start in the
First Age, that today, in this
Seventh Age, God is using
John to finish! Are you
listening to me? The
Message of Universal
Redemption that started
with the Ministry of Apostle
Paul, who carried the
Blueprint of Gentile
Redemption, is Ending with
the Ministry of the End-time
Apostle John, who gives us
the Lead Ministry
completion! As I said
earlier, God has to use
someone somewhere, a
wretched sinner saved by
grace, to conclude His
Great Plan of Universal
Redemption, not an Angel,
as Angels are not divinely
given to preach the Gospel!
And the two quotes of
Brother Branham,
speaking of “The
Messenger in the Latter
Rain”, and of the
“Messenger” who will be
the Literal “Forerunner” of
Christ's Return, his

Mystical Coming, both
relate to the same Ministry
of John, who will carry the
same Message of Jesus
Christ that William
Branham bore, but bringing
the Message to its Total
Measure of Completion, its
Absolute Revelational
Fullness! That was
precisely why Elijah openly
and plainly admitted,
saying: “… I believe that I
am maybe being sent for
A Part in His Church, to
h e l p B U I L D T H AT
MESSAGE UP to a place
to where it would, when
THIS FORERUNNER
COMES, that he will
come.” Then in paragraph
391, the Prophet added:
“But let me say this, that
There WILL COME”,
( F u t u r e Te n s e ) , “ A
MESSAGE, and there
WILL COME” (Future
T e n s e ) ,
“ A
MESSENGER.” (Then
Brother Branham
concluded): “I believe that
if it's to be a man, IT'LL
BE SOMEBODY AFTER
ME. See?” As I must
continue to reiterate, these
prophetic quotes give us
nothing, but the Apostolic
Lead Ministry of
Completion, the Third and
Final Householder Scribe,
and consequently, we
cannot apply this quote to
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the Take-Over Apostolic
Ministry of the Chief
Apostle! Because we are
looking exclusively at “The
Messenger in the Latter
Rain”, the Apostolic
Ministry of Completion, that
Raymond Jackson himself,
equally openly pointed
forward to! For he openly
declared in several quotes
in 2004, such as in his
message titled, The Body
of Christ, that there is
coming an Apostolic Lead
Ministry, bearing the Voice
that starts Revelatory
“UNITY”, which he also
said would be the “The
Third Phase” of God
Restoring the Universal
Bride to Originality! He also
spoke of the same vessel
on another occasion at
Faith Assembly in April
2004, publicly declaring to
him personally during that
International Convention,
saying: “There's No
doubt, you will Write the
Last Chapter of the Book
of Acts, as the Bride gets
ready to leave this
world”, ALL these quotes
giving us none other than
the Ending Apostolic Lead
Ministry, “The Messenger
in the Latter Rain”! Saints
of God, in effect, and by his
open declarations,
Raymond Jackson took the
accomplishing of “The
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Unity of The Faith” away
from his own Chief
Apostolic Ministry, and
placed it squarely on that of
his successor Apostolic
Householder Scribe, of
whom he declared: “out of
the shadows, God is
going to Set A Ministry
OUT FRONT.” This Lead
Apostolic Ministry, gives us
“The Third Phase” that
the Chief Apostle talked
about, of the Lord
Restoring the Universal
Bride to Originality, which
indeed is the Third and
Final Householder Scribe
Phase, the Continuing and
Concluding Apostolic
Scribe Phase! This is even
apart from the material fact
that the Continuity
Message Brother Jackson
bore, has a measure of
“FAN” in it, although it is
not as much as the “FAN”
that works in the Message
of Brother Branham, a key
factor which hinders the
attainment of “Unity of The
Faith” by the Continuity
Message that was borne by
the Chief Apostle, and
which further proves that
his successor Householder
Scribe, is indeed the
Ministry carrying The Voice
of “UNITY”! This very key
issue is what made us
produce a crucial message
in the Scribe, titled, The

Fan, And The Ending
Ministry, and you have to
see this incredible crystalclear Truth at this Evening
Time, in this Third and Final
Junction of Time, and to
God be the glory! May I add
that despite the opposition
of the scoffers and ALL
unbelievers, the Lord just
continues to accomplish
His Great Plan of
Redemption, and leaves
ALL opposition behind, for
He is sovereign, and His
will is also sovereign!
Brothers and sisters, I have
to say this morning, that as
the Elect Royal Bride of
Christ, we live in a very
great time, despite the
gross spiritual darkness
that has engulfed
Christendom, and despite
the most chaotic, and
woeful state of the world,
with ALL its misery and
turmoil. When the Angel of
the Lord came and spoke to
the Prophet of this Last
Age, giving him the mind of
the Spirit of God, saying:
“You will go to kings, and
you will do this, and do
that”, and Brother Branham
shared this testimony with
fellow preachers, they
scoffed at him! These
religious men, these
scoffers, said to him: “You
will go to kings, with your
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Hillbilly language, and your
low-grade education? You
cannot even pronounce
words well, so, just how are
you going to talk to kings?!”
People know just how to
make fun, and mock God's
elects, for they look down
on them! The word Hillbilly
simply means “an
unsophisticated country
person” from the
backwoods! The point is,
did God not fulfil His Word?
Of course, He did, for
Brother Branham actually
went to kings! I was just
thinking this morning, that
God always has a way of
creating a door of
opportunity where He
wants, and when He wants.
Let us say for example, and
this is just a mere
illustration, but let us say
that the Queen of England
has a problem in her
immediate family, a big
problem, one that is eating
her up. Let us say that one
of her children or
grandchildren has a
medical condition that no
Medical Doctor can solve.
Let us say that the life of
this child is now hanging in
the balance, and hence,
the situation has become
most serious, and
extremely urgent, and then
she hears that there is
something going on in
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Africa, an astounding, true,
and visible supernatural
move of God, with
incredible signs, wonders,
healings, and miracles!
Brothers and sisters,
desperation will make her
throw away her ego, and
she will send a special
plane, and bypass visa
rules, to fly that man to
Buckingham Palace! Just
how do you think Brother
Branham went to pray for
kings?! God simply placed
a need in their homes, dire
personal needs in their
families, that no man could
solve, problems that ate
them up from within! When
a man has only one child,
and something plagues
that child, something that
defies medical science,
and no one can help him,
but he hears that there is
help somewhere, not a
false hope, not a charlatan,
but one with abundant
stupefying testimonies,
which medical records
have vindicated, he will run
there for divine help! God
knows how to create an
open door, as Brother
Branham did not go to
kings for nothing: God
simply placed a need in
their homes! Have faith in
God, brothers and sisters,
for God will confirm His
Word! Do not expect the

world to jump on your lap,
and thank God for the
depth of revelation that you
have, and agree that God is
doing something in your
midst. They will scoff at
your testimony!
Nevertheless, and
irrespective of the negative
disposition of the religious
world towards the Ministry
of TRUTH, the absolute
fact remains: When we look
at Revelation Chapter 10,
verses 8-11, the man to
whom Jesus Christ gave
the Entire Scroll of
Redemption for his total
consumption, according to
the commandment of God,
gives us the Final
Messenger for the Gentile
Bride of Christ, the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
Completion, and it is this
Live Ministry that literally
Foreruns the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ for
his Bride! May I remind you
that there was A Vessel of
Truth, A Lead Ministry on
ground, when Jesus came
in his First Advent, although
that was the Ministry of
Elijah, who was John the
Baptist. It took Elijah to Lay
the Foundation for the
projection of the Ministry of
the Promised Messiah, and
the Messiah produced the
New Testament Ministry,
and the New Testament
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Church. And through the
Original Apostolic Ministry,
the Lord laid the Pure,
Original, and Unchanging
Foundation of Faith, for the
salvation of the world. The
Early Church Fell, for she
was sown, and here at this
End of Time, the Lord
anointed William Branham,
an Old Testament Type
Prophet, as Elijah of
Malachi 4:6B, and he was
used to Relay the Original
Foundation of Faith that
would reproduce the
Original Apostles, the
Foundation Layers for the
Pure and Original Seed
Church that was born on
the Day of Pentecost.
Consequently, with the
Reproduction of the
Apostolic Fold of the
Ephesian Ministry, which
began in this Laodicean
Age with the Reestablishment of the Office
of Saint Paul, “The
Apostle”, or the Chief
Apostle, we were brought
back to the Original Order
of the New Testament
Ministry, ordained for the
carriage of the Truth of
Christ. And in the First Age,
the Ephesian Age, just as
we have shown on our
chart, (Brother Amos points
to the chart), the Apostolic
Ministry of Completion to
the inspired writing of the
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N e w Te s t a m e n t , w a s
Apostle John. Therefore, it
pleased God to use THE
APOSTLES, the Original
Order or Class of Ministry
that constitute the
Midwives of the Original
Universal Bride Church,
the Carriers, the
Custodians, the Inspired
Writers, the Foundation
Layers, and the Guardians
of the True Revealed
FAITH of Jesus Christ, to
Wrap Up the work of
Gentile Salvation, Ending
in particular, and
specifically, with the Return
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
John! That was precisely
why the Lord preserved the
Anointing (Spirit) of John,
for its Wrap Up Role, as
THE MINISTRY OF
COMPLETION, the New
Testament Apostolic Lead
Ministry on ground at this
End Time, at the very
Return of Christ for his New
Testament Bride Church,
and not our Elijah, Brother
Branham, who was an Old
Testament Type or Class of
Prophet! The Original
Class of Ministry that was
used to Produce the
Original Pure Seed
Church, in the First Age of
Christendom, were The
Apostles, and that is the
very same Class of Ministry
that is being used today, to

Reproduce the Original
Pure Seed Church, in this
Seventh Age! That is the
reason it is the End Time
Elijah's Bible Restoring
Message that Foreruns the
Return of Christ, and not
Elijah's Ministry! Because
the Live Ministry ordained
for the hour of the Bride's
Translation, has to give us
back, and it most certainly
gives us back, the Original
Seed Apostolic Head of the
New Testament Ministry,
and not an Old Testament
Class of Ministry Head!
For we must not forget
that the Lord Jesus is only
coming back for
THE REPRODUCED
ORIGINAL SEED NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH,
WITH HER ORIGINAL
SEED MINISTRY HEAD,
WHICH GIVES US THE
ORIGINAL SEED
FIVEFOLD MINISTRY,
LED BY HER ORIGINAL
SEED APOSTLES! Are
you listening to me? That
was why we brought out a
message in the Scribe,
titled, The Prophetic
Ministry Of William
Branham, because Brother
Branham is not a New
Te s t a m e n t P r o p h e t !
Brother Branham is
definitely not part of the
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry!
And if we have True
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R e s t o r a t i o n , To t a l
Restoration to the Pure and
Original Seed Church, it is
not possible for an Old
Testament Class of Ministry
to literally Lead us to the
Rapture, setting aside the
Original Apostolic Head of
t h e N e w Te s t a m e n t
Ministry, for then we would
not have Full Restoration!
How many see the point? I
am only showing you the
hard but true realities of
something, scripturally! I
say again, it is not possible
for God to allow Elijah,
being an Old Testament
Type of Prophet, to Lead
the New Testament Church
to Rapture, when the Head
of the Ministry of the New
Testament Church, are
Apostles; when No New
Testament Prophet bore
any revelation of Truth for
the Early Church to follow,
and neither did any Prophet
of the New Testament write
one verse of the Holy
Scriptures! The End-time
Elijah could only be used to
Relay the Foundation of
Faith that would First
Reproduce the Apostolic
Head, having already been
used to call us out of the
Entire World of Organised
Religion, and for which
reason he was anointed as
Elijah! Moreover, this
Foundation of Faith, being
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strictly an Apostolic
Foundation, still had to
allow for the Apostolic
Inputs of both Paul and
John, respectively, the
Second and Third
Householder Scribes,
successively, John being
the Ministry of Completion,
and hence, the Apostolic
Lead Ministry through
whom this Foundation is
being Completed, and will
be Completed, possessing
the Final Details of
Revealed Truth that is
n e e d e d f o r i t s To t a l
Completion! And if you truly
see the Promise of Malachi
4:6B; if you see Elijah, by
the divine revelation of the
Spirit of TRUTH, you will
also see Apostles, the Endtime Apostolic Fathers of
the True Revealed Faith of
Jesus Christ, particularly
Apostles Paul and John,
by the same Spirit of
TRUTH! Otherwise, you
are just talking about what
you do not truly
understand! You most
certainly are, because
Malachi 4:6B, also gives us
Apostolic Fathers, by every
necessary implication!
Brothers and sisters, this
reminds me of a testimony
that I listened to on
YouTube. It was whilst I
was listening to this

testimony about Brother
Branham, that another
testimony about Brother
Branham popped up, and I
decided to hear what the
man, whose name was
Buford Dowell, and who
was stated to be an
Evangelist, also had to say
about the Prophet. He was
testifying in an End-Time
Message Church, saying
precisely as follows: “… I
had in my mind that if
Brother Branham would
hire me for an
advertisement…” (He
said this, because in the
days of Brother Branham,
Buford Dowell said he used
to make advertisements for
preachers. We will take the
testimony again): “I had in
my mind that if Brother
Branham would hire me
for an advertisement, I
could readily make him
have big crusades. You
know, this is my carnal
brain. I had helped a few
preachers put some ads
in the papers, some radio
spot on, and I thought I
had the answers to every
preacher's advertising
campaign, including
your dad's.” (He was
referring to someone in the
congregation. Please note
that I am not quoting him in
detail, as I am only going to
relate the material parts,
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the highlight of his
testimony). “He” (Brother
Branham) “straightened
me out in a hurry. He was
sitting there, and I said,
Brother Branham, you
know you are only Fifty
Years Old. You got plenty
energy. You just been
hunting. If you just had
the right promotion, you
could have the biggest
crusades you have ever
had. He looked at me and
smiled, and dropped his
head, and he said, O son,
you see, that is not the
way God planned it. It
really was not what I
wanted to hear, but I
mean, how do you tell
William Branham that is
not what you want to
hear? He was speaking
for God, and I was
listening with my old
carnal brain. I said, What
do you mean, Brother
Branham? He said, Well,
you see, God is through
with me. And I almost fell
off my seat. I said, What
do you mean about that?
You got many years left.
He said, Well, my season
has come to a close. And
he went on to explain
how he had been a part of
a great season of healing
revivals. He mentioned
all the voice of healing
preachers, or many of
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them… Brother Branham
said, I have been in a
season we laid hands on
people one at a time, and
we saw blind eyes
opened, and cancers
disappeared, the lame
walked, and oh, it was
wonderful! But he said,
Another season is
coming, and this season
IS GOING TO BE
TEACHING, AND THE
REVELATION OF THE
WORD.” (It is to give A True
and Perfect Understanding
of the Holy Scriptures, like
in the Days of the Early
Church Apostles, bringing
“Unity of THE FAITH”
among the Universal Bride
of Jesus Christ. We will
take that statement again):
“But he” (Brother
Branham) “said, Another
Season IS COMING, and
This Season IS GOING
TO BE TEACHING, and
Revelation of the Word,
and of Jesus Christ, and
who we are in him, and
who he is in us.” (Thus
bringing Revelational
Completeness, enabling
the Universal Bride to attain
“unto the measure of the
stature of The Fulness OF
CHRIST”, being A
TEACHING PHASE, An
Apostolic Teaching Phase).
“And he said, This
season will go for A

While, and then it will
come to a close”, (having
served God's divine
purpose, Revelational
Completeness having
been obtained), “and God
is going to take Every
Move of God that we have
heard of in history, and
even what we have
witnessed, and what we
saw in Bible Days, and
put it ALL together in One
G r e a t H O LY G H O S T
BOMB, and drop it on
Planet Earth, and the
Nations will rock and reel
with the Power of God,
like they have never seen
in Primetime News.”
There is indeed A Teaching
Phase, AN APOSTOLIC
TEACHING PHASE, and
that is precisely what has
been going on since the
Prophet passed away, and
that phase is to enable the
Elect Bride Universal to
gain Revelational
Completeness, coming
into “The Unity of The
FAITH”, that she may be
Built Up into A “PERFECT”
and “GLORIOUS
CHURCH.” And although I
do not know Buford Dowell;
I have never heard of him,
nevertheless, I believe his
testimony, only because it
dovetails with Malachi
4:6B, although a lot of
people bear testimonies of
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things they do not truly
comprehend, things they
do not know of in depth!
They speak of things, the
applications of which they
have absolutely no clue
about! Otherwise, I will
have to ask the man: Just
what do you think has been
going on since the passing
away of William Branham?!
It is the Apostolic Teaching
Phase! It is what the
Branham Movement just
do not want to understand,
that IF Elijah truly turned
the hearts of the End-time
elect children of God to the
Faith of “Their Fathers”,
who are Apostles, then,
what Ministry Phase took
over from Elijah's Ministry?!
You are looking squarely at
nothing but The Apostolic
Teaching Phase, allowing
every iota of Truth, every
Thread of Revealed Truth,
to be sown into the
Foundation Structure of
Faith, that will Reproduce
and Carry the Royal Bride
of Jesus Christ, with the
Lord using the successive
Apostolic Householder
Scribe Ministries of Paul
and John, respectively! We
brought out the truth of the
Apostolic Teaching Phase
in our message in the
Scribe, titled, The Acts Of
The Apostles: “Writing”
The Last Chapter, as well
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as in our Scribe dated
February 2007, and titled,
Where Are We? And in this
Apostolic Phase, we are
first looking at teaching!
The consecutive Apostolic
Householder Scribes, Paul
and John, will take every
iota of Revealed Truth that
goes into the Pure and
Original Seed of the Word
of Christ, and put them in
their proper slot within the
Overall Foundation
Structure of TRUTH,
bearing this Great Plan of
Redemption, because the
True Revealed Message of
Jesus Christ that we have
in the Grace Age, under the
New Testament, came by
Apostles! And we can ALL
clearly see that the Great
Bible Restoring Message
that Elijah bore for the
Bride Universal, has been
completely bastardised by
the Branham Movement,
and turned into a Message
of Idolatry, a Message of
Bondage, a Message of
Death! They are exactly like
the children of Israel, who
turned the brazen serpent
Moses gave them for their
healing, into an object of
Idolatry, and hence, an
object of spiritual Death!
The Book of 2 Kings
Chapter 18, verse 4,
provides: “He” (Hezekiah,
king of Judah) “removed

the high places, and
brake the images, and cut
down the groves, and
brake in pieces The
BRASEN SERPENT that
Moses had made: for
unto those days the
children of Israel did burn
incense to it”, (committing
gross Idolatry with it): “and
he” (Hezekiah), “called it
Nehushtan”, Meaning, “A
Bronze Thing”, for truly,
that is ALL it is, a mere
bronze object, and not
God! Saints of God, in the
same vein, the Preachers
following the End-Time
Message have gone into
Idolatry, for they have lifted
the quotes and statements
of a man over and above
the Word of God! They are
flagrantly and wilfully
weeing and pooing on the
Holy Bible, for they have
absolutely no regard or
respect for the Holy
Scriptures! They have
utterly no care for the Holy
Bible, and no care
whatsoever for TRUTH,
Revealed TRUTH! They
have no interest of any kind
for what the Holy Scriptures
s a y, f o r a s c h r o n i c
unbelievers, they Love
Darkness rather than Light!
Thank God, however, the
Lord will have a Pure and
Original Class of Ephesian
Fivefold Ministry for the
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Royal Bride. Elect Men who
will do a spectacular and
marvellous job, for they are
Master-Technicians in their
various Folds of Ministry!
That is exactly why there
had to be an Apostolic
Teaching Phase, and it is
on-going as we speak,
because regardless of the
Gross Unbelief that
plagues the Movement,
the True Universal
Bride must and will
obtain Revelational
Completeness, in this
Third and Final Junction of
Time of the Lead Apostle
John! It reminds me of the
open letter one of Brother
Branham's daughters,
Sister Sarah Branham De
Corado, wrote to the
followers of the End-Time
Message, to expose family
secrets. It was dated July
1989, and titled, Take It
With You, and you can get
the letter Online through
Google. Brother Jackson
even wrote Brothers Billy
Paul and Joseph Branham,
over the sad development
of things that Sister Sarah
had laid out in her letter,
that they might do right, but
they simply refused to
budge. In her closing
paragraph, she wrote, and
please note that I added a
few punctuation marks, but
ALL emphasis is mine: “I
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believe that the Return of
our Lord is very near. The
things which are not right
amongst God's people
must be straightened out
immediately. If we are not
willing to do it, the law
will have to do it for us. I
have just given you this
little information, to let
you know that those who
have taken responsibility
after my father passed
away, are not at ALL the
way they present
themselves. God will
have to raise up Men after
His own heart, who have
No Desire for FAME and
MONEY. Perhaps from
the so-called Bride”
(Movement) “which is
split up into so many
different directions, THE
LORD WILL HAVE TO
CALL OUT HIS ELECT,
WHO WILL GO IN ONE
DIRECTION, AND THAT
IS GOD'S ORDAINED
WAY, ACCORDING TO
THE MESSAGE MY
F AT H E R P R E A C H E D
F R O M T H E H O LY
SCRIPTURES.” And that
is exactly what the Lord has
done, for there has been A
MOVE within A MOVE,
within A MOVE, and you will
see it, IF you have eyes to
see! May I repeat for
necessary emphasis:
There has been A MOVE

OF JOHN, within A MOVE
OF PAUL, within A MOVE
OF ELIJAH! We laid out
this beautiful truth in
scriptural detail in the
Scribe, titled, THE GREAT
S E PA R AT I O N . S i s t e r
Sarah concluded: “I
believe he” (Brother
Branham) “brought us
back to the Original
Word. It is God's
ordained Message which
will Forerun the Second
coming of Christ, not ALL
the False Interpretations
of The Message.”
Exactly! May the Lord richly
bless her humble and
gallant soul!
Church, it is for the purpose
of establishing this
Apostolic Teaching Phase
that Malachi 4:6B, says that
the End-time Elijah will turn
our hearts to our fathers,
our Apostolic Fathers. And
may I say this morning, that
only the hearts of the Elect
Seeds of God can truly be
turned to their Apostolic
Fathers, for there is
absolutely nothing in the
hearts of Tares, who are
Non-Elects, Unbelievers,
that can be turned to the
Original Apostles! That is
why it is utterly impossible
for the Mainstream
Branham Movement to
accept the Apostles of this
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End Time! They will never
accept Apostles, as it is
only a dead man, William
Branham, they will accept,
for which Unbelief they will
take the Mark of the Beast,
and finally end up in the
Lake of Fire, which is the
end destination of ALL
Unbelievers, except they
repent! For as the Prophet
to this Age preached in April
1965, “The Seed Shall
Not Be Heir With The
Shuck”, and that is an
absolute scriptural fact!
Laying the negative and
unbelieving attitude of the
Movement aside, brothers
and sisters, as the ElijahStar Messenger, Brother
Branham's Bible Restoring
Message of Truth, is what
God is using to Reproduce
the Original Apostolic Fold
of Ministry, which is the
Head of the Ephesian
Fivefold Ministry, starting
with its Beginning Office,
which is the office of “The
Apostle” PAUL of this Endtime. That was why in 1960,
when he was preaching his
message, titled, The Seven
Church Ages, the Prophet
testified that the Holy Spirit
instructed him to pick up his
pen and write a message
for the Church. He stated
prophetically: “Now let us
stand like Joshua and
Caleb. Our Promised
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Land is coming in sight
even as theirs did. Now
JOSHUA means
“Jehovah Saviour”, and
he represents the Endtime Leader that WILL
COME TO THE CHURCH
even as PAUL came as
The Original Leader. This
gives us the prophetic
promise of Paul, the Chief
Apostle, A Take-over
Apostolic Scribe Ministry
from that of Elijah, and A
Lead Ministry which the
Branham Movement just
will not accept, ALL to the
detriment of their souls!
Remember, however, that it
was not Saint Paul who
brought the inspired written
record of Jesus Christ to its
Climax and Completion in
the First Age of
Christendom, even though
Apostle Paul was the Star
Messenger to that
Ephesian Age. In that First
Church Age, it was Saint
John that had this singular
honour given by God, to
carry the inspired written
record of our Saviour Jesus
Christ to its Climax and
Completion. And just to let
you see that God works in
continuity of revelation, in 2
Corinthians Chapter 12,
Apostle Paul was inspired,
and he saw a great vision,
and when he came out of it,
he said in verse 2: “I knew

A Man in Christ above
fourteen years ago,
(whether in the body, I
cannot tell; or whether
out of the body, I cannot
tell: God knoweth;) such
an one CAUGHT UP TO
THE THIRD HEAVEN.” In
verse 4, we are given the
Third Heaven, for he
added: “How that he was
caught up INTO
PARADISE, and heard
unspeakable words,
which it is not lawful for a
man to utter.” When
Apostle Paul came out of
this prophetic experience,
he knew it was someone he
knew, but God had wiped
away from his mind, the
memory of this particular
man that was caught up.
Why did the Spirit of God
wipe it out of his memory? It
was so that it would be by
Faith! It was so that the
identification of the man
that was caught up, would
be by divine revelation!
Apostle Paul was only
meant to write down this
prophetic vision in his
Epistle, because whatever
Revealed Truth would
come after Apostle Paul,
would ALL go within the
structure of the revelation
of Jesus Christ that he
bore, as the man who held
the Divine Blueprint of
Gentile Redemption, the
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Star Messenger to the First
Age of Christendom,
whose Message formed a
scaffold around the True
revelation of Jesus Christ,
for the salvation of the
Gentiles! That was
precisely why Saint Paul
was inspired to write about
the man that was caught
up, in order to bear a written
witness, that God was
going to do something
great for a certain man,
who would receive
astounding prophetic
insights for the Body of
Christ, in order to post the
Church ahead! In other
words, the Book of
Revelation still had to find
its place within the
structure of the inspired
Message of Chief Apostle
Paul! It is like the Four
Synoptic Gospels of
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John, which form a scaffold
around the true revelation
of Jesus Christ, and is why
Every Epistle that was
written, ALL go within the
structure, or within the
parameter, as they ALL fall
within the revelatory
scaffold of the Synoptic
Gospels of Jesus Christ!
Nevertheless, Apostle Paul
left a written testimony of
this prophetic experience,
as an inspired written
record in 2 Corinthians
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Chapter 12, that someone,
an anointed man of God,
would be caught up, and
would bear spectacular
and marvellous divine
prophetic revelations, that
no man would understand!
Church, I was at Faith
Assembly when the Lord, in
His sovereign elective love
and mercy, opened my
eyes to this Truth, and
right on the platform of
the Chief Apostle, I laid out
this revelation in the course
of my message. Saints, I
did not even know that
Brother Jackson had
taken that same passage
of Scripture, and had
taught that the man that
was caught up, was
Apostle Paul. I only knew
this fact later. However, by
the time I showed how and
why it was John, Brother
Jackson was on fire,
because he smiled and
tapped his thigh with joy, as
I was taking my message
that day! We have a Scribe
that sets forth this truth, and
it is titled, The Man That
Was Caught Up. So, the
man that was caught up
was Saint John, and not
Saint Paul! And the point I
want to make with this
scriptural fact, is this:
Knowing that Saint Paul
was the Star Messenger to
the Ephesian Church Age,

we would expect,
therefore, that if any man
should have such a deep
and fantastic prophetic
experience of being caught
up, one that is unparalleled
in the Entire Holy Bible, it
should have been Apostle
Paul, the Star Messenger!
But, that was not the case,
for it came through Apostle
John, Apostle Paul's
successor Lead Ministry,
the Ministry of Continuity,
of Climax, and of
Completion, of the inspired
written record of the Word
of God! And in 97 A.D.,
Thirty-One solid years after
the death of Saint Paul in
66 A.D., Apostle John came
back to Asia Minor with the
Last Book of the New
Testament, which is also
the Last Book of the
Holy Bible, the
Apocalypse! Brothers and
sisters, looking at the
most horrible and
pathetic attitude the
Branham Movement have
towards Further Light,
(Continuity Revelation),
and also towards the
Apostolic Lead Ministry of
Revelational Continuity, I
have no doubt that they
would have told Apostle
John in 97 A.D.: “Go and sit
down, Brother John! Stay
with the Message of
Brother Paul, and stop
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making yourself bigger
than Brother Paul! Say
what the tapes of Brother
Paul say!” That would have
been their attitude, had
they lived in that day, for it is
a matter of the spirit that is
in them, the spirit that is
ruling them, which is the
evil spirit of Unbelief, the
demon that makes them
blatantly and wilfully reject
and oppose the Truth!
Because they just will not
accept that anyone will
bear any Further Light, and
oh, how they fight and
vehemently denounce the
thought of any man
bearing a measure of Light
that outclasses that of
Elijah, ALL because they
are stuck in a rot, stuck in
Idolatry, which is only the
manifest Fruit of the
Unbelief that rules their
hearts! Otherwise, they
would have realised that it
is not about Apostle Paul,
nor is it about William
Branham, and neither is it
about John, but it is ALL
about Jesus the Christ, in
the Continuity of his
divine scriptural revelation,
which is strictly
progressively given, and
hence, only gets EverBrighter, and Ever-Richer!
Moreover, the Master is at
total liberty concerning
whosoever He chooses to
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carry his Light, at whatever
Junction of Time, and to
whatever measure He
chooses! It is enough
that Apostle Paul was used
in the major way that he
was used by God, but God
has the absolute
prerogative and right to
anoint anyone He chooses,
as THE FINISHING
MINISTRY, or as THE
ENDING MINISTRY! Fight
that! Deny it!
Church, this is quite apart
from the absolute scriptural
fact that as we move on in
time with the Lord Jesus,
our understanding can only
grow, and hence, our Light
can only get Brighter, until
we reach the point of
R e v e l a t i o n a l
C o m p l e t e n e s s !
Furthermore, based on
Proverbs 4:18, the fact also
remains, that Preeminence
Always Lays, and has to
Lay, in the Ending Ministry!
Hence, in Ecclesiastes
Chapter 7, verse 8, it is
clearly and firmly written:
“Better is THE END of a
Thing Than THE
BEGINNING Thereof…”
Because “THE END OF A
THING” BEARS A
G R E AT E R G L O R Y,
WHICH IS “THE LATTER
GLORY”! (Hag. 2:9). The
Ending of a Thing has to be

greater, even in its written
record, which is precisely
why the Book of Revelation
is Unparalleled in the Entire
Holy Bible, bearing an
awesome and matchless
glory, being the End of the
Holy Bible! This is an
absolute truth of God which
we also have to apply to the
Unveiling of the Word of
God, giving us in this Third
and Final Junction of Time
in Laodicea, Unparalleled
Light! Which is precisely
why as we speak today, in
this Junction of Time, the
Universal Bride of Christ
possess an unparalleled
revelational depth, a
matchless expanse of
Light, having absolute
c r y s t a l - c l a r i t y, a n d
incredible divine richness!
There has never been a
day like this, never a time
that shines so bright! That
was why when the hour of
John came to give the Last
Book of the Holy Bible,
which gives us the Ending
of the New Testament, God
anointed John with an
outstanding anointing that
was expressed way back in
Genesis! You did not catch
what I just said! The Lord
God took an anointing that
was reserved before the
Foundation of the World,
and put it on John, and he
had a supernatural
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experience which No
Prophet ever had, as a
means of bringing
Climax and Completion
to the inspired written
record of God, the inspired
written Word of God, and
this experience was
given to an Apostle!
C o n s e q u e n t l y, h i s
prophetic insight
outclassed every other
prophetic Book of the Holy
Bible that had been given
through time, and yet, he
was not the Star
Messenger to the Ephesian
Age! So, I ask: What does
that make John? You must
see A Messenger, A Minor
Messenger to that First
Age, the Closing-Out
Messenger in the First Age
of Christendom, the man
who brought Completion
and Closure to the written
record of the Word of God!
And because Saint John
was the Last of the Original
Apostolic Guards, after his
death, the Early Church
went under, according to
Matthew 13:25, for nothing
climbed higher in that Age,
and nothing even climbed
as high, revelationally, to
match the Light of Jesus
Christ that John was used
to give, because he was
used to bring Absolute
Revelational Climax,
Completion, and Closure!
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He was even “caught up
to paradise”, in the
supernatural experience
he had on the Isle of
Patmos in 96 A.D., as
conveyed in Revelation
4:1-2, thereby setting a
perfect prophetic type,
and so will the End-time
John be equally “caught
up… to meet the Lord in
the Air”, on that glorious
day of Rapture, having the
reality of what John had
back then as only a
prophetic encounter!
Brothers and sisters, I am
only showing you The
Ending Plan OF
REDEMPTION, and you
either see what the Lord
has set forth in the Holy
Scriptures, or you see
nothing! Because this is
ALL about the prophetic
Word of Jesus Christ,
which God gave to him, one
that devolves squarely on
the Ending Plan of
Redemption, and as
“children of Light”, you
must see the Truth! Do not
forget that the Spirit
(Anointing) of John was
preserved by God,
because as it is written:
“THOU” (JOHN) “MUST
PROPHESY AGAIN”!
Halleluiah! (Rev. 10:11;
John 21:22-23). So, I am
making a very important
and crucial point, for I am

showing you by the Holy
Scriptures, and by the
verifiable facts of history,
that the Apostolic Lead
Ministry of John, was the
Lead Ministry of
Completion in that
Ephesian Church Age.
Therefore, after John
was inspired by the Spirit of
God to write the
Apocalypse, No man can
add one jot to the Holy
Scriptures! John's
Apostolic Ministry Input
was the Ceiling, the
Climax, and it brought
Completion and Closure
to the inspired written
Word of God, even though
many of the things he wrote
in the Book of Revelation,
the saints in the First Age
did not understand them,
and they were really not
meant to understand them!
They were meant to accept
this Last Book of the New
Testament, as the very Last
of the Canonical
Scriptures, making up the
Holy Bible! The Book of
Revelation was written for
us in this Last Age, this
Laodicean Age. It is not for
nothing when Apostle Paul
was inspired to write in 1
Corinthians Chapter 2,
declaring in verse 7: “But
we speak the wisdom of
God in a Mystery, even
THE HIDDEN WISDOM,
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which God ordained
before the world unto our
glory”, for it was ordained
for our glory before the
world was formed!
Consequently, if you are
part of the Elect Bride, you
will follow Christ in the
Continuity of his divine
scriptural revelation, “unto
the measure of the
stature of the Fullness of
Christ”! Brothers and
sisters, I am saying ALL
that to make an extremely
serious point, because we
are taking a message,
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, and you
must see the Logistics of
God for obtaining this
Revelatory Standard of
Jesus Christ! For we just
cannot talk about
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, without the
Revealed Ministerial Plot
for obtaining it! Come on!
Therefore, You must see
THE PLOT! Many years
ago, shortly after the
demise of the Chief
Apostle, we brought out a
message in the Scribe,
titled, THE PLOT, and the
message we are taking
t o d a y, R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, further
proves that the revelation
of God does not change,
but can only be confirmed
and re-confirmed, as it can
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only be made ever-more Lord opened up this Truth
brighter. May God help me for us in His sovereign love
with this message.
and mercy, and we dealt
with it during the last
Saints of God, we are now Convention, at the close of
approaching a critical hour; a message we were taking,
we are nearing the hour t h a t w a s c o m p l e t e l y
when we are going to unrelated to it. God will help
o b t a i n r e v e l a t i o n a l us to do justice to it, when
completeness, a point we produce it in the Scribe.
w h e n w e w i l l h a v e That prophecy is firmly tied
completeness in the to the reign of our
Unveiling of written Truths. B r i d e g r o o m i n t h e
We have not gotten to that Millennium, and as such, it
hour yet, but we are slowly is something that we need
but steadily approaching to know as his Elect Bride,
that hour, for it is now very particularly as we are
c l o s e . W e a r e n o w following Jesus Christ
a p p r o a c h i n g t h e strictly in a divine revelation
completion of the Unveiling of the Word of God. Do not
of written Truths, whether forget, just as it is written,
of Prophetic Truths that are “… we have the mind of
veiled (buried) in the Book Christ”, and hence, we are
of Revelation, or of the g i v e n “ t o k n o w t h e
Unveiling of Mysteries that mysteries of the kingdom
still remain, things that God of heaven.” (1 Cor. 2:16;
is yet to open up for the Matt. 13:11). So, the
Word Bride. Look at it for material question is, who
instance; we now know are the sons of the Prince?
who The Sons of the Prince Now we know who they
are, in the Millennium. For are: They are Adopted
many years, when we read Sons! (At the time of the
the prophecy of Prophet production of this Scribe,
Ezekiel concerning the the message titled, Who
Millennium, we did not Are The Sons Of The
know who The Sons of the Prince?, has already been
Prince were, as laid out in laid out in the Scribe Ezekiel 46:16-18, even Editor). Brothers and
though we knew who the sisters, we are making a
Prince was, for he is none key point, and it is the fact
other than our Bridegroom, that we are heading
the Lord Jesus Christ. The s t r a i g h t t o w a r d s
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something, for we are
slowly coming to the
completion of the Unveiling
of written Truths.
Rendering or expressing it
in another way: Church, the
Apostolic Foundation
Structure, A Revelational
Structure, that is to carry
this End Time Pure and
Original Seed Bride
Church, is now nearing its
Completion. Why do I say
this? Now listen closely to
me. In the First Church
Age, when the Apostles
came on the scene, they
took the Doctrines of Jesus
Christ, the Fundamental
Doctrines of the Early
Church, which Saint Paul
referred to as the “Milk of
the Word”, being
Elementary Principles of
F a i t h , t h o u g h
Fundamental, and which
takes in Instructions in
Righteousness, and they
put these Revealed Truths
together to make up the
Foundation of True Faith,
upon which the Early
Church was firmly
established. Please note,
therefore, that the “Milk of
the Word” does not take in
Mysteries, and neither
does it take in the Prophetic
Revelations of Jesus
Christ, particularly when we
consider the Apocalypse,
which is the Book of
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Revelation. Are you
listening to me? In total
contrast, and please listen
carefully to what I now say,
when we come to this Last
Church Age, the
Foundation of the
Revealed Faith of Jesus
Christ that is being
Relayed, for the
Reproduction of the Pure
and Original Seed Bride
Church, takes in not only
Doctrines, and
Instructions in
Righteousness, but it also
has to take in and contain
the Mysteries, along with
t h e P r o p h e t i c
Revelations of Jesus
Christ! In other words, this
Foundation must contain
the balance of written
Truths buried or contained
in the Book of Genesis, as
well as in the Book of
Revelation, in order for this
F o u n d a t i o n O F
REVEALED TRUTH to be
finished! Brother Amos,
why is this so, you may
ask? It is simply this: The
men ordained for the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry, are not going to hit
the road for A “Short
Work”, A Quick Short
Work, according to
Romans 9:28, without first
being established on ALL
THE TRUTHS of Jesus
Christ that they need, to

successfully and effectively
build up the Universal Bride
Church, “unto the
measure of the stature of
THE FULNESS OF
CHRIST”! Romans
Chapter 9, verse 28
records prophetically: “For
He” (God) “will finish the
work” (of Universal
Redemption), “and cut it
short” (or wrap it up) “in
righteousness: because
A SHORT WORK will the
Lord make upon the
earth”, right here in this
Last Age, in this Laodicean
Age. It means, therefore,
and we must see this truth,
that the demand of the
Ending Work, being A
Quick Wrap-up Work, is not
the same as the Beginning
Work of Redemption. In the
First Age, the Ephesian
Age, the Church started in
absolute Purity of Faith,
without any Tare, but only
with the Pure Elect Seeds
of God, and being the
beginning, they also had
time on their hands, as the
Lord added Light upon
Light, as time rolled on!
Brothers and sisters, the
Ending Work of
Redemption, however, is
very different, and hence,
the Work at the End, also
has to be different! To begin
with, in this Seventh Age,
we did not start in Unity, and
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neither did we start with
only Pure Seeds, but with
“a mixed multitude”,
because we came out of
Spiritual Babylon, which is
the World of Organised
Religion, with ALL sorts of
Untruths and Traditional
ideas, and with “a mixed
multitude”; whereas in the
First Age, they started
Fresh, and hence, Pure,
and in “The Unity of The
Faith”! Therefore, we must
understand that if these
men are going to do A
Quick Short Work, a most
effective, most successful,
and exceedingly glorious
work, to produce “A
Glorious Church”, having
no spot or wrinkle, then it is
not when they have begun
their “short work”, which
is for an extremely short
space of time, that they will
be waiting for the balance
of Truths that they are
going to use to adorn the
Royal Bride! Did you get
that? These men will not be
turned loose to begin their
Quick, Short, and Glorious
Work, and then be waiting
for the balance of Truths of
Christ that they need! And
neither will they be arguing
over an issue of Truth,
simply because it has not
yet been unveiled, thus
creating confusion in the
Body of Christ, a negativity
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which their Original Class
of Ministry is ordained to
eliminate and also prevent!
This should let us see,
therefore, that at this Endtime, the Foundation of
Revealed Faith that will
carry the Universal Bride
Church, is going to be Full,
Complete, Entire, lacking
absolutely no material
revelation of written Truth!
In other words, The
Foundation of the
Revealed TRUTHS of
Jesus Christ, or the Bible
Message that Lays the
Foundation upon which the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry will be turned
loose, is not only going to
contain Instructions in
Righteousness, and ALL
the True Doctrines of the
Early Church, both
attributes which constitute
the “Milk of the Word” of
God, but it will also contain
ALL the Mysteries,
including whatever balance
of Mysteries remain in
Genesis, and in the New
Testament, together with
ALL Prophetic revelations,
which includes whatever
balance of written
revelation still contained in
the Book of Revelation! In
short: ALL WRITTEN
TRUTHS WILL BE
EMBEDDED IN THIS
F O U N D A T I O N

STRUCTURE! ALL
TRUTHS WILL GO INTO
THE SEED THAT WILL
REPRODUCE THE PURE
AND ORIGINAL SEED
BRIDE! That is precisely
what makes this End-time
Bride a different kettle of
fish, a spectacle of divine
glory and grace! Because
to the measure of the
Light of the Word that she
possesses, is the
measure of the Divine
Supernatural Glory with
which she will be
enshrouded, clothed!
Brothers and sisters, once
this Foundational Structure
of Revealed TRUTH is
Completed, it is from this
Foundation, that God then
turns the Original Ministry
Loose, and it will then be
block after block, block
after block, and before you
blink your eyes, the work is
finished! That is precisely
what Apostle Paul gave us
prophetically in Romans
9:28, by the Spirit of Truth,
which is the Spirit of the
Lord: “For the Lord is going
to Cut Short the Work of
Redemption, and Wrap
it up in absolute
righteousness, for A Quick
Short Work will the Lord
execute in the earth”!
Period! Consequently, we
must know, just as we
stated earlier, it is not when
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the Quick Short Work has
commenced, that we will be
waiting for the balance of
written Truths, thereby
leaving the possibility of
confusion to break out on
issues of Truth, within the
camp of the Word Bride!
Forget that, for that is not
going to happen!
Church, it means in
scriptural essence, that the
igniting of the Original
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry,
is dependent upon the
Completion of this
Foundation Work. That is
the very reason, brothers
and sisters, we must
appreciate the seriousness
of the Work that is going on
today in Africa, “The
Work” which the Lord God
has established here in the
“Tabernacle of Ham.” A
Great Work which the Holy
Ghost openly testified of,
on April 24th, 2004, at the
Spring Convention of Faith
Assembly, in Jeffersonville,
Indiana, USA, plainly
declaring prophetically:
“Yea, I have sent this
vessel, that he shall
testify, yea, of THE
WORK, and that which is
established, yea, many
miles away” (IN AFRICA).
“It is of my hand; yea, IT
IS OF MY WORK, that I
have brought it about.”
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This basically means that
Every Ingredient of Truth,
Every Revelatory Attribute
of the Truths of Jesus
Christ of the Holy Bible, will
ALL be sown into this
Foundation: Doctrines,
Mysteries, Prophetic
Revelations, and
Instructions in
Righteousness, making up
The Totality of Written
TRUTHS! It will be Full,
Complete, with nothing
more to add, speaking
strictly of written Truths, as
this is the Foundation
Structure that will carry the
Original Pure Seed
Church! This Full and
Complete Foundation,
makes the work of the
Original Fivefold Ministry,
very easy, considering the
shortness of time in which
they have to accomplish
this great task! And they will
most certainly accomplish
this divine Feat, ALL in A
Quick Short Work, for it is
written in Revelation
Chapter 19, verse 7: “Let
us be glad and rejoice,
and give honour to Him”
(God): “for the marriage
of the Lamb is come, and
his Wife HATH MADE
HERSELF READY”
(WHILST ON EARTH). The
Original Seed Fivefold
Ministry will be able to do
this, as they have ALL the

materials they need, for
they have every revelation
of Truth they need, with
which to adorn the
Universal Bride of Christ,
and to build her up into the
Full Image of Jesus Christ!
So, it is certain that we are
now slowly coming to a
point of revelational
completeness. Brothers
and sisters, what we have
presented in this message,
scripturally, just lets us see
that the Foundation of the
Revealed Bible Faith that is
to carry the Original Seed
Fivefold Ministry, in this
Seventh Age, is
exceedingly much deeper,
much wider, much higher,
much brighter, much richer,
and extremely crystalclear, in its revelational
content, than ever before,
much more than in the First
Church Age! The
Foundation OF TRUTH,
which today's Pure Seed
Ephesian Ministry will be
grounded on, and upon
which they will be turned
loose, to build the Universal
Bride Church, is extremely
deeper, wider, longer,
higher, and richer than ever
before, and it is also
extremely crystal-clear!
And indeed, standing here
at this Harvest Time, in this
Last Age, we need the
Revelational Fullness of
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Christ, Revelational
Completeness, to bring
back Original Pure Seeds,
with a matchless Ending
Glory! We need
R e v e l a t i o n a l
C o m p l e t e n e s s ,
Revelational Fullness, to
bring back the Pure and
Original Seeds, with an
Ending Glory that is simply
unparalleled! It most
certainly demands this
Foundational Depth and
Richness! This fact should
let you see the utter
seriousness of what God is
doing right now, to
Complete this Apostolic
Foundation for the Royal
Bride of Christ! It should!
May I say this morning,
what God is doing today is
very great, extremely great,
and hence, it is a very
serious and glorious work!
Nevertheless, we are
looking at a very silent
working of the Spirit of God,
because it is God moving
strictly in the divine
revelation of His Word. As
such, there is No Noise
about it: There is No News
about it; there are No
advertisements about it;
there are No Radio Jingles;
there are No Television
advertisements; there are
No Handbills, and there are
No Bill boards announcing
it! Today, God is working in
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the earth among the Elect
Bride saints, quietly and in
simplicity, as He is
consistently and
continually Unveiling the
Word, progressively
revealing Himself to the
Bride Church, EverBrightening the pathway of
the Royal Bride! This is
because we have to
obtain Revelational
Completeness, and we are
most certainly going to
come to Revelational
completeness, which is
precisely why the Lord has
opened up the Fountain of
Ever-Fresh, Ever-Flowing,
Crystal-Clear Water of the
Unlimited Word, right here
in Africa! It is the Still Small
Voice of the Spirit at Work:
The Holy Spirit Unveiling
of the Word! However,
because this Move of God
is strictly A Revelatory
Move, which only revelated
eyes can see and
appreciate, is the very
reason the world do not
know that God is doing
something, and hence,
they cannot see that God is
doing something, because
God is not making any
noise, as He continues to
do a very great work in
Africa, in absolute
quietness, and in total
simplicity and humbleness!
Open your eyes!

Remember, when God
says something is great,
the world spits on it,
because what God calls
great, man calls foolish!
And what man calls great,
God also spits on, and
considers it total
foolishness, for as it is
written in 1 Corinthians
Chapter 2, verse 11-14:
“For what man knoweth
the things of a man, save
the spirit of man which is
in him? even so the
things of God knoweth
no man, but the Spirit of
God. Now we have
received, not the spirit of
the world, but the Spirit
which is of God; that we
might know the things
that are freely given to us
of God. Which things
also we speak, not in the
words which man's
wisdom teacheth, but
which the Holy Ghost
teacheth”, (because we
carry a revelation, a divine
revelation); “comparing
spiritual things with
spiritual” (persons. Why is
this so? It is for this reason):
“But the Natural Man”,
(the Unconverted Man),
“receiveth not the things
of the Spirit of God: for
they are foolishness unto
him: neither can he know
them, BECAUSE THEY
A R E S P I R I T U A L LY
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DISCERNED.” That is why
the world cannot see what
God is doing in the earth
today, for and on-behalf of
the Elect Bride Universal,
because God is Moving
strictly in the Unveiling of
His Word, because there is
A Q u i c k S h o r t Wo r k
coming! That was why
Brother Branham spoke
about “The Third Pull”,
which we also have on our
chart, here on the extreme
right side. (Brother Amos
points to the chart). He
said that The Third Pull
will be carried on in a
h u m b l e w a y, a n d i n
simplicity. And if The Third
Pull is going to be carried
on in humbleness, in
simplicity, then there can be
No noise about the
Unveiling of Truth, so as not
to attract ALL sorts! Then
there can be nothing to
attract cockroaches,
vultures, scorpions, and
reptiles, because even
scorpions and reptiles
need healing! You are not
hearing me. “Vultures”,
“Scorpions”, and
“Reptiles” also need
healing! When the
Fountain is opened for the
Miraculous, scorpions,
tadpoles, reptiles, and
vultures will also come, for
they ALL need healing!
However, if that happens
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right now; if that happens
today, just how will the
Universal Bride attain
“UNITY of The Faith…
unto the measure of the
stature of the Fulness
of Christ”?! You just
have to have a divine
understanding of God's
Revealed Programme of
Redemption, to know
precisely where we are in
time, within this Divine
Programme, and know
exactly what the Lord is
doing presently, ALL in
the Light of His Word!
This reminds me of a man
who was saying that
there was no supernatural
vindication of the
Ministry of Brother
Jackson. These pack of
Unbelievers in the
Movement! What
supernatural vindication do
they, themselves, have?!
They are like dried
sparrows, dried lifeless
sparrows! As we stated in
the last segment of this
message, brothers and
sisters, the greatest
vindication any man can
have is the vindication of
the Word of God, the
vindication of Truth! There
is No vindication like the
vindication of the Word of
God! Signs and Wonders
will pass away, but the
Word of the Lord endures

forever, having Eternal
Value! Period! And if we are
talking about supernatural
vindication as the
determiner of a True
Ministry; IF Signs and
Wonders is indeed the True
Yardstick for determining
the True Ministry, then we
had better forget Prophets
Isaiah and John the
Baptist, because they did
not have Signs and
Wonders behind their
Ministry! However, both
Isaiah and John the
Baptist, bore the Standard
of the Word of God for
their respective days, as
mouth-pieces of God!
Now chew on that! What
about Prophet Jeremiah?
W h e r e w a s h i s
supernatural vindication?!
As far as the opposition
was concerned, ALL
Jeremiah knew to do, was
to cry, for he was seen as
T H E W E E P I N G
PROPHET! After all, did he
not write the Book of
Lamentations, raising his
cry against the children of
Israel to another level?! He
most certainly did! Saints of
God, there is no vindication
like the vindication of the
Holy Scriptures: IT IS THE
GREATEST VINDICATION
ANY MAN CAN HAVE,
FOR ALL ELSE IS
SINKING SAND! Church,
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apart from the obvious
scriptural fact that “False
Christs”, False Anointed
Ones at this End-time,
also have Miracles, Signs
and Wonders in
abundance, on the
authority of Matthew 24:24,
and yet, they are Tares, and
they are going nowhere,
the fundamental fact also
remains, that God is not
using Signs and Wonders
to prepare His elect
children for the kingdom!
The Lord God Almighty is
not using Miracles, Signs
and Wonders to get the
Elect Bride ready for the
Return of Christ, He is
using His Revealed Word!
Hence, IF you Fall short of
the Standard of the
Revealed Word, you just
will not be in the Bride,
however great the miracles
you perform! Full stop!
Moreover, you cannot be
saved by Signs and
Wonders; you are saved
only by the Word of God,
the true revelation of Jesus
Christ! Furthermore, Signs
and wonders cannot build
you up in the Faith, and
make you grow; it is only
the Word of God that can
build you up, and it is by the
Word alone that you can
grow spiritually! For as it is
written in Romans Chapter
10, verse 17: “So then
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Faith cometh by hearing,
and HEARING BY THE
WORD OF GOD”, (and not
by Signs and Wonders)! It
is further written in 1 Peter
Chapter 2, verse 2: “As
newborn babes, desire
the sincere milk of the
Word, THAT YE MAY
G R O W T H E R E B Y. ”
Hence, Jesus Christ stated
plainly and categorically in
Matthew Chapter 4,
verse 4, for ALL who have
ears to hear: “… It is
written, Man shall not live
by bread alone, but by
EVERY WORD that
Proceedeth” (Presently
and Continuously), “out of
the mouth of God.”
That is why it is equally
written: “But the Path of
THE JUST is as the
Shining Light, that
SHINETH MORE and
MORE unto the perfect
day” (of Rapture). The
Spiritual Pathway of the
Elect Bride Seeds of
God can only grow
E v e r - B r i g h t e r
Revelationally, with each
passing day, so that we can
ALL grow to the depth, to
the width, to the length, and
to the height of Jesus
Christ, by first beholding his
revelation, and by
possessing this great
revelational knowledge
that passeth ALL

understanding, so that we
can be filled with the
Fullness of Christ! Amen!
Brothers and sisters, we
must see what God is doing
today, know the critical
importance of it, and
appreciate something for
its immense value and
preciousness, and be
deeply thankful to God for
the divine access we have
to the Pure and Matchless
Light of the Word of Christ,
for this is a very serious
Ending Move of God! Now I
am entering something
very serious, and I pray we
appreciate the greatness of
what God is doing
presently in the earth, for
the Elect Bride of Christ,
and also know what the day
is saying, that we might
know where our priorities
lay, and align our souls
perfectly with the
Truth. Revelational
Completeness is a serious
and key message, a
fundamental message,
brothers and sisters,
because it gives us the
absolute revelational
standard by which the True
Bride of Christ will be richly
and gloriously adorned. It is
the adornment for the soul,
being strictly a spiritual
adornment, and as such,
we must just realise that
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there is A Divine Revelatory
Standard for the Bride of
Jesus Christ, IF she is
going to be “A Glorious
Church”, that will make it
into the Rapture! May I add
that nothing else, and
nothing less, will be
Translated, except and
only except, the Pure and
Original Seed Bride, who
has been thoroughly
sanctified and completely
cleansed, “with the
washing of water by the
W o r d ” ( o f G o d
UNLIMITED), “That he”
(Jesus Christ) “might
present it to himself A
GLORIOUS CHURCH, not
h a v i n g S P O T, o r
WRINKLE, or any such
thing; but that it should
be HOLY and WITHOUT
B L E M I S H ” ,
( A B S O L U T E L Y
B L A M E L E S S ,
SPOTLESS)! And most
certainly, the zeal of the
Lord God will perform it, for
the Lord is Omnipotent and
Sovereign! Now, please
turn with me to consider
Matthew Chapter 22, and
for a material background,
we will take it from verse 9,
where it provides: “Then
saith he” (Jesus) “to his
servants, The wedding is
ready, but they which
were bidden”, (referring to
the Jews), “were not
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worthy”, (for they rejected
both Jesus Christ, the
Promised Messiah, and the
Gospel of Life that he
brought. Hence, the Master
now charged the Ministry):
“Go ye therefore into the
highways, and as many
as ye shall find, bid to the
marriage. So those
servants went out into
the highways” (of the
Nations of the World), “and
gathered together ALL as
many as they found, both
BAD and GOOD: and The
Wedding”, (a term which
refers prophetically to the
Engagement, because ALL
this is happening on earth,
whilst the Marriage is going
to take place much later in
heaven), “was furnished
with guests.” Brothers
and sisters, this gathering
has been going on ALL
through the Seven Church
Ages; it has been going on
throughout the Gentile
Dispensation of Grace.
However, as we now
consider the next verse,
which is verse 11, we must
realise that time has not
only moved into the
Seventh and Final Age, but
time has also Moved into
the Third and Final Junction
of Time for the Elect Bride,
in this Laodicean Age.
Hence, verse 11, which is
the very Scripture we need,

for it is precisely where we
are going, a verse which
brings us to a particular
period of time in this Last
Age, now prophetically
records: “And when the
king” (Jesus Christ
working by his invisible
Spirit), “CAME IN TO SEE
THE GUESTS, he saw
there a man which had
not on A Wedding
Garment.” Please hold it
right there! Brothers and
sisters, from this verse of
Scripture, we should ALL
clearly see that there was
An Inspection Time, A
Divine and Invisible
Inspection, in this parable.
And let me say this
morning, there most
definitely will be an
Inspection Time, for we are
heading straight towards
the prophetic reality of this
verse of Scripture. This
does not mean that God
has not been implementing
something along that line
as we speak, for He has
been doing Inspections
ALL through time, generally
speaking. However, in its
primary or in its main
prophetic application, we
are looking specifically at a
particular Inspection Time,
right here at this Harvest
Time, in this Last Age,
when the revelation of the
Elect Bride has struck the
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set desired level, which is
the level of Revelational
Completeness! We are
looking directly at the
Junction of Time in this
Laodicean Age, when the
Elect Universal Bride has
been given ALL the written
revelation that she needs
for Her Full Spiritual
Adornment, and as such, it
is now time to remove
everything that is not
ordained to be part of the
Bride, THINGS THAT
OFFEND! In Matthew
Chapter 13, verse 41, the
L o r d d e c l a r e d
prophetically: “The Son of
man shall send forth his
Angels”, (for we are
looking at a Separating
Move of the Spirit of God),
“and they shall gather
out of his kingdom ALL
Things THAT OFFEND,
and Them which DO
INIQUITY”, (for they are
nothing but Tares, clogs in
the wheel of the progress of
the Bride, stumbling blocks
that need to be completely
removed, Dead weights on
the Old Ship of Zion, who
ALL need to be thrown
overboard)! We will retake
Matthew Chapter 22, verse
11: “And WHEN the king
came in to see the
guests, he saw there a
man which had not on A
Wedding Garment.”
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Which is the divine garment
or adornment for our souls!
As we wear physical
clothes or natural garments
to cover our naked bodies,
so do we also need to wear
the spiritual clothes of
righteousness, for the
covering of our souls! And
the divine garment for our
souls, and what alone can
cover the nakedness of our
souls, is the pure and
unadulterated revelation of
the Word of God! The
thread of this divine
garment, this wedding
garment, is Truth,
Revealed Truth!
Consequently, the more we
allow the Lord's revealed
Truth to be sown into our
hearts; the more the
revelation of Jesus Christ
that adorns our souls, the
more the righteousness of
God that covers our lives!
For as Saint Paul declared
in Romans Chapter 1,
verses 16-17: “For I am
not ashamed of the
Gospel of Christ: for it is
the power of God unto
salvation to every one
that believeth; to the Jew
first, and also to the
Greek. For therein” (in the
Gospel, in the Word of
G o d ) , “ i s t h e
righteousness of God
revealed From FAITH to
FAITH: as it is written,

The just shall live by
Faith.” Therefore, as we
behold Jesus Christ in the
open mirror of his revealed
Word, we “are changed
into the same image
From GLORY to GLORY,
even as by the Spirit of
the Lord.” (2 Cor. 3:18).
For as we must continue to
emphasise, the revelation
of Jesus Christ is strictly
progressively given, just as
we have sufficiently proven
earlier on in this message,
strictly by the Holy
Scriptures! We do not have
everything in One Go, and
neither do we have it in One
Day, nor do we have it ALL
in One Junction of Time!
Nevertheless, the fact
remains, there is coming a
time after we have been
given unrestrained and
unlimited accessibility to
the Revealed Truth of
Christ, to a set limit or
measure, and God sees
that we now have ALL the
written Truths of Jesus
Christ that is to be had, for
we have it in Fullness, then,
God will make a sovereign
move of Separation, Total
Separation, because it is
time for us to now get
ourselves Ready for the
soon Return of Christ!
Remember that this
“wedding garment” is the
r o b e o f d i v i n e
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righteousness, which
comes by the Pure
Revealed Word of Christ!
So, at the prophetic time
which this parable points to,
this revelational garment is
now complete, and has
been received by the
Universal Bride Elects, and
is now ready to be fully
adorned by the Power
Move of God, as the Lord
will use the Original
Ephesian Ministry that He
is going to put together and
anoint. Consequently,
EVERY NON-SEED NOW
HAS TO GO, for as Jesus
plainly declared: “… Every
Plant, which my heavenly
Father hath not planted,
shall be rooted up”! (Matt.
15:13). Saints, I am not
denying the fact that God
has been applying this
verse which gives us
separation, as we have
been going along in this
Last Age, since the major
separation the Lord
wrought during the days of
Elijah, because elimination
is on-going. Nevertheless,
we have to see that
somewhere in time, which
is just in front of us, there
has got to be A Divine
Inspection Time, a final
time for God to remove
every Tag-Along in the
John Movement, a time to
accomplish the TOTAL
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SEPARATION OF SEEDS!
Because there is No Tare
Element in this Third and
Final Move of God for the
Royal Bride, that will Taste
of “The OLD CORN of the
Land” OF CANAAN! And
“the Old Corn of the
Land” of Canaan,
Perfectly Types the
Unwritten Prophetic
Message of The Seven
Thunders, coming directly
from Glory Land, Heaven,
which gives us the Power of
the Spoken Word in
Genesis: “Let there be
Light: AND THERE WAS
LIGHT”! Brothers and
sisters, now we are talking
exclusively about the John
Movement, and not about
the Jackson Movement, or
about the Branham
Movement, ALL of whom
God has laid on the shelf a
long time ago, and moved
on marvellously in the
Light! We will now move on
with our consideration of
this prophetic parable, and
may the Lord help us.
Brothers and Sisters,
Matthew Chapter 22,
beginning again from verse
11, records: “And when
the King”, (our
Bridegroom Jesus Christ,
by his Spirit), “came in to
see the guests”, (for it was
Inspection Time), “he saw

there A MAN which had
not on A Wedding
Garment.” (For the
wedding garment had been
fully provided, as the Lord
God does not ask from
man, what He has not yet
given in this way of
salvation). “And he” (the
King) “saith unto him,
FRIEND”, (who is a TagAlong), “how camest thou
in hither not having A
Wedding Garment? And
he was speechless.” In
other words, this man, this
speechless friend, was
most definitely not in the
camp of opposition to the
Bride, but was a follower of
the Continuing Message of
the Bride, a person who
had opportunity and
unhindered access to the
rich and deep revelation of
the Bride. There was
opportunity for him, and
there was also
accessibility, to the Present
and Continuing Bible
Revelation of the Elect
Bride, which makes up her
true spiritual garment, her
wedding garment,
unfortunately, he just would
not receive it into the womb
of his soul! He just would
not put it on, to adorn his
soul! And that is why I have
to warn you seriously this
morning, what you do with
the Truth that has been
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graciously laid before you,
is between you and God,
for you have been afforded
the opportunity, and you
have also been given full
and unrestrained
accessibility to the Truth, to
God's most precious and
invaluable revealed Truth,
the Word of Life! The mercy
of God has brought you to
this Fountain of EverFresh, and Ever-Flowing
Water of the Word of God!
Your main focus may be on
something else, which is at
the expense of your soul,
but you are at liberty,
nonetheless! And in the
Local Assemblies of the
Elect Bride around the
globe, you may well have
your focus on something
other than the Truth, but
you are at complete liberty
to do whatever you please,
as the choice is strictly
yours! I say this, because
you should be able to see
what God is doing, the
Great Work of Global
Redemption of the Elect
Bride that God is now trying
to Wrap up! For as we
stated earlier, there is No
noise about this great work,
and neither is there any
physical attraction about
this work, for the Lord is
working in total quietness,
in humbleness, and in
s i m p l i c i t y ; b u t
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nevertheless, it is a very
great work! And it is most
apparent that we are now at
an extremely critical
junction of time, because
the Great Plan of Universal
Redemption is now slowly
coming to its close,
because this is where it ALL
ends! Look outside, and
see the utter perversion,
and total degeneration in
h u m a n i t y, T h e O p e n
Societal Rebellion, with
the minds of men being
completely twisted, totally
warped, burning with
unnatural and abominable
affections! Look at the
mindless violence that is
going on out there today,
with the utter wickedness,
the dastardly, barbaric, and
inhumane treatment of
men by fellow men, the
extreme selfishness and
hatefulness of man, the
inevitable result of The
Great Apostasy in
Christendom: The Great
Falling Away! You have to
see that the human society
in this Last Age, is the
basest class of human
beings that have ever
stepped on this planet! The
human beings we have
today, are the basest ever,
giving us a world that is
filled to overflow with
neurotics (lunatics), with a
senseless and totally

empty-headed class of
humanity, and it is only
because the Seeds of the
Serpent have come to Full
M a t u r i t y, R e a d y f o r
Harvest! It is ALL because
this is where it ends, which
is why we now live in a
world that is completely
opposed to God, a world of
God-haters, a world that
has been overrun with
Serpent Seeds! That is why
the whole world have gone
insane, for we now live in a
world of neurotics, where
the minds of men have
been taken over, and are
ruled completely by
demons, fallen angels!
That is also why
Christianity today stinks to
the high heavens, for it has
now become totally
degenerate, mindbogglingly perverse,
money-mongering, and
completely off-putting
(repulsive), having
absolutely nothing of God
in it, but it is bound straight
for the Lake of Fire! You
cannot do anything in
private today, without being
monitored by the
government, and that
applies around the world!
Even the money that you
spend, when you spend it,
what you spent it on, how
much you spent, and
where, is known to the
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governments, for this is
Satan's World, which
Brother Branham rightly
called, “Satan's Eden”!
Nigeria is even running
ahead of the West in
establishing a cashless
society! My, oh, my! And in
the West, if you have your
money, you can withdraw it,
but unfortunately, here in
Nigeria, you cannot
withdraw more than Five
Hundred Thousand Naira
at one time. The
government has not done
anything for the poor
teeming masses, but they
limit how we can use our
money, as a draconian
government! The
government has done
absolutely nothing for
the people, but only to
bleed them dry, and loot
the treasury of the
country, year-in and yearout, government-in and
government-out! There
are No good roads, No
running water, No
affordable housing, No
stable and meaningful
electricity, No Medicare; no
anything! But they can
tell us how we can spend
our hard-earned money!
Even the West that is
ushering in the cashless
society, have not yet done
that, and we are running
ahead of them! It is
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certainly homegoing time!
This world is really not our
home! It is harvest time,
saints of God, and hence, it
is time to pack our load and
start preparing for home! It
is time to prepare! Brothers
and sisters, it is homegoing
time! May the Lord help me
this morning, but what a
world of utter evil, mindless
violence, absolute chaos
and turmoil, a world of
b r a z e n i n i q u i t y, a n d
wickedness! However, in
the midst of this global
chaos and unimaginable
evil; in the face of the
incredible misery and
turmoil the world is reeling
from, the Lord led you to
where the Fountain of
Crystal-Clear Water of
Ever-Fresh Revealed
TRUTH, is Flowing, THE
FOUNTAIN OF LIFE AND
PEACE! Come on!
Consider it seriously,
brothers and sisters, the
Lord called the man
who had no wedding
garment, “Friend”, saying:
“… FRIEND, how
camest thou in hither”
(into the camp of the Elect
Bride) “not having A
Wedding Garment? AND
HE WAS SPEECHLESS.”
He was speechless,
simply because he had
absolutely No excuse! This
lets us see without any iota

of doubt, that he had
opportunity, and that he
also had unrestrained
a c c e s s i b i l i t y, t o t h e
Revealed Faith that makes
up the Spiritual Robe or
Garment of THE WORD
BRIDE! However, saints of
God, we must realise that
this statement will not be
uttered literally, or spoken
to anyone in reality; it is
what God does in forcing
separation by His invisible
Spirit, using the operations
of His Angels! Therefore,
we must not expect
anyone to hear these literal
words spoken to him,
because it is never going to
be literally pronounced to
anyone! The statement
was made in this parable,
to let us see this
prophetic fact, the
scriptural fact that there is
coming an hour of
Inspection, in the camp of
the Elect Bride around the
globe, to bring about Total
Separation OF SEEDS,
and it has to come! As we
brought out earlier, the
Early Church that was born
on the Day of Pentecost,
started with only Pure
Seeds of God; it began with
only the Elect Seeds of
God, foreordained to make
up the Kingdom! Tares
came in much later, and as
Jesus Christ declared
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prophetically in the parable
of the weeds (tares),
recorded in Matthew
Chapter 13, verses 36-43,
just as it is written: “Then
Jesus sent the multitude
away, and went into the
house: and his disciples
came unto him, saying,
Declare unto us the
parable of the tares of the
field. He answered and
said unto them, He that
soweth the good seed is
the Son of man”, (the
Messiah, Jesus Christ);
“The field is the world;
the good seed are the
children of the kingdom;
but the tares are the
children of the wicked
one”, (Satan); “The
enemy that sowed them
is the devil; The Harvest
is the END OF THE
WORLD; and the Reapers
are the Angels. As
therefore the tares are
gathered and burned in
the fire; so shall it be in
the End of this world.”
(Now watch): “The Son of
man shall send forth
his Angels, and they
shall gather out of his
kingdom”, (which is the
Church), “ALL things
THAT OFFEND”,
(TARES), “and them
which DO INIQUITY”,
(FOR THEY ARE
N O T H I N G B U T
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UNBELIEVERS, WHO
WILL NEVER LIVE
RIGHT); “And shall cast
them into a Furnace of
Fire”, (Much later at the
White Throne Judgment,
this being a suspended
sentence): “there shall be
wailing and gnashing of
teeth.” (Now notice, for
with Total Separation
accomplished, leaving only
Pure Seeds of God in the
camp of the Bride):
“THEN” (and only THEN)
“shall the righteous
SHINE FORTH as the Sun
in the kingdom of their
Father. Who hath ears
to hear, let him hear.”
Amen! As we informed
you earlier, we laid out
this truth in the Scribe,
t i t l e d , T H E G R E AT
S E PA R AT I O N , f o r
whosoever is interested in
knowing the Truth of this
great and extremely
crucial subject of the
Word of God. So, we have
to see, brothers and
sisters, that as the Lord
gave Cain opportunity to
worship, He also gave the
speechless friend, who
stands or represents
many speechless friends,
opportunity to the
Revelation of Life. We
have ALL been given open
and unrestrained access
to the Truth of Life.

However, what you, as an
individual, do with
Revealed Truth, is between
you and God, because you
do not force a child of God
to live for his God! You do
not do that! You do not need
to! The Holy Bible says,
“they shall ALL be taught
of God”, and as a result,
they shall live for God, for
there is a Spirit of
conviction that rules the
lives of ALL God's elect
children, particularly at this
late hour, living in a most
horrible world, as they
know they have to get back
home, and heaven is
home! (John 6:45;
Isaiah 54:13).
Church, we must know that
there is an Inspection
Time coming, A Set Time
For TOTAL SEPARATION;
because nothing but the
Elect Natural Seeds of God
crossed over into Canaan
Land, and as such, nothing
but the Elect Spiritual
Seeds of God will equally
cross over to Glory Land,
which is to Heaven! It is a
fact that generally
speaking, the Lord's
Inspection is on-going; but
nevertheless, we have to
see the hour that is just
ahead of us, when we will
have a major application of
this prophetic verse of
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Scripture, for it is pointing to
a particular period of time,
where God decides, “It is
now time to remove Every
Tag-Along who is in the
Engagement Chamber of
the Royal Bride.” Hence,
Matthew Chapter 22, verse
13, now records about the
Speechless Friend, ALL
Tag-Along in the Continuity
Movement: “Then said the
king to the servants”
(who are Angels, spirits
beings), “Bind him hand
and foot, and take him
away, and cast him into
outer darkness”, (to face
the coming Antichrist, in the
Last Phase of the Great
Tribulation); “there shall
be weeping and
gnashing of teeth. For
Many are CALLED” (to the
Engagement of Jesus
Christ to his Elect Bride,
given the opportunity to be
part), “but Few are
CHOSEN”, (Few are
Elected). Brothers and
sisters, we were taken into
this spiritual engagement
chamber from 1963, when
a door of divine
accessibility to the deep
and rich things of the Spirit
of Christ, was opened up
for the Called-Out Elect
Bride Seeds, and hence,
we entered through this
door precisely in March
1963! This is so, because
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we have to take this door to
Matthew Chapter 25, verse
10, where it provides: “And
while they” (who are the
Foolish Virgins), “went to
buy” (Oil from the Oil
Merchants at this Endtime), “the Bridegroom”,
(who is our Lord Jesus
Christ), “CAME”, (not
physically, not literally, but
strictly in a divine
revelation, for he came in
the marvellous Unveiling of
his Word, in order to First
get himself ENGAGED to
his Elect Bride); “and they
that were ready”, (for they
received the invitation by
the Restored Word, the
End Time Message),
“went IN with him to the
marriage”, (which is
actually an engagement
chamber): “and the door”
(of divine accessibility to
the Rich and Deep
Revelation of the Bride),
“was Shut.” Please note
that the door has not yet
been shut as we speak, but
it will soon be shut, in order
to allow those who have
been newly brought in, to
catch up with the great and
scripturally expansive
revelation of the Bride.
Saints, the shutting of this
divine door, has to be tied to
the coming Inspection
Time! We have dealt
extensively with this

passage of Scripture in our
message in the Scribe,
titled, Doors In Door, as
well as in our Scribe, titled,
Who Are The Foolish
Virgins? The truth is, our
Bridegroom, Jesus Christ,
came in a divine revelation
in March 1963, to get
himself engaged to his
Bride, and ALL sorts
followed the Deep
Message of Christ that the
End-time Elijah brought,
“both BAD and GOOD”,
according to Matthew
22:10, for they accepted
the invitation. The material
issue is, although we have
a number of people who
are following the Message
of Christ in its Continuing
Revelation, which is the
invitation for Engagement,
but who is really listening to
Truth?! Who has truly
logged on to the Revealed
Truth?! Because there is a
point when we will
attain Revelational
Completeness, a point
which we are now heading
towards, for we are fast
approaching it! And as we
must ALL know, we cannot
have Revelational
Completeness of the
written Truths, thereby
bringing the Bride to the
point when God can now
turn her Ministry loose, for A
Quick Short Work, without
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God first initiating an
invisible Move for the Total
Separation of Seeds!
Because Matthew 13:41 &
43, is staring us right in the
face, Giving us a
SEPARATION WORK,
before a PERFECTION
WORK! For as I must
reiterate: There is No
Tare Element that will
be Perfected, in this
Third and Final Move of
God for the Royal Bride,
and consequently, there is
No Tare Element in the
John Movement, that will
Taste of “the Old Corn of
the land” OF CANAAN!
And as we must clearly
reiterate, in Perfect
Typology, “the Old Corn”
OF CANAAN, gives us the
Unwritten Prophetic
Message of the Seven
Thunders, coming straight
from Glory Land, Heaven,
which gives us the Power of
the Spoken Word, that we
see expressed in Genesis
Chapter 1, verse 9: “And
God said, Let the waters
under the heaven BE
GATHERED TOGETHER
UNTO ONE PLACE, and
LET THE DRY LAND
APPEAR: and it was so.”
This is our “Old Corn of
the Land” OF GLORY,
HEAVEN! Therefore, we
must see with absolute
scriptural clarity, that the
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Lord's Invisible Work of the
Separation of Seeds, at the
coming INSPECTION
TIME, immediately
PRECEDES the Great
Work of “The Perfecting
of the Saints”, which is A
QUICK SHORT WORK!
(Ephesians 4:11-13).
However, as we have
sufficiently brought out,
the Lord cannot anoint
and turn the Original
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry
Loose, in order to fulfil
Ephesians Chapters 4 and
5, to produce “A Glorious
Church”, without the
Elect Bride first
obtaining Revelational
Completeness, which is
Christ's Full Revelational
Image Stature! Because
that is the Divinely
Acceptable Revelational
Standard for the Living
Bride Saints! Are you
listening to me? It is
the Revelational Standard
for the Elect Living Bride
Saints, anyone who
wants to be a part of the
Living Royal Bride Church,
anyone who will
experience what only two
men, Enoch and Elijah the
Tishbite, have ever
experienced in the whole
wide world, ALL through
human time, which is to be
“Translated that he
should not see death”!

(Heb. 11:5). You either want
to be a part of this Glorious
Bride, or you do not! May I
remind you, for you must
deeply appreciate
something, that it is a very
great privilege, an
extremely great and rare
honour, to be called as the
Bride of Jesus Christ, in this
Final Hour of Time, to make
it as part of the Living Bride
Saints, Elect Seeds of God,
who occupy the Highest
Class of Sainthood there is,
in God's Entire Redeemed
Family! Therefore, our
attitude towards the
Revealed Word, this
marvellous Light of the
Word of God, that has
been so graciously
opened up to us on a
matchless level, has got to
be right! This Great and
Awesome Revelational
Standard of the Word of
God, is precisely what will
produce A Matchless and
Original Pure Seed Bride
Church, which is precisely
why the Chief Apostle to
this Age often stated: “The
best is yet to come”!
Brothers and sisters, the
Elect Bride Seeds of God
that are ordained for
Translation in this Final
Junction of Time, are like
what the French call, “the
crème de la crème.” They
are “the cream of the
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crop”, or “the cream of
the cream”, meaning, the
best of their kind, the best
quality of elect saints,
and it has taken the Lord
about Two Thousand
Years to get back the
Pure and Original Bride
Church, one that will bear a
greater glory! It is not our
human ability or
righteousness, it is strictly
what the grace and the
power of the Omnipotent
and Unlimited God will
invest in us, and what He
will accomplish in us and
through us, as God's
awesome and infinite
power, is what will make
this End-Bride, THE BEST
SEEDS EVER, OR THE
BEST CROP EVER! For as
it is infallibly written, what
our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ is going to get back
to himself, is nothing but “A
Glorious Church”,
Absolutely Spotless,
Blameless, and Entirely
Holy, as “the cream of the
crop”, which is “the crème
de la crème”! That is the
reason the Lord is giving
the Elect Bride
unrestrained and unlimited
access to everything of
Truth, so that she can be
Robed with Unparalleled
Light, that her soul can be
richly and marvellously
adorned, clothed with a
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matchless intensity of
Light, such as the world has
never seen, an incredible
measure which No class of
saints have ever had!
Church, it is an irrefutably
scriptural fact, that the
Light of the Word of God
t h a t w e h a v e t o d a y,
outclasses everything
they had in the First Church
Age! Yet, it is based on
the same inspired written
Word of God that we
received from the Early
Church Apostles; however,
the Light of it, the incredible
depth of the revelation of
that Word, is what we
have in a measure that not
even Apostle Paul had, and
that not even Moses had!
And do you know what?
Even the Elect Jewish
saints that are to be saved
under the Jewish Ministries
of Moses and Elijah, “The
Two Witnesses”, in the
First Half of the 70th Week
of Daniel, will only receive
the Salvational Revelation
of Jesus Christ; they will not
have the depth of the Light
of the Royal Bride of Christ!
For her Matchless Light is
what “God ordained
before the world unto
OUR GLORY”, and hence,
it is reserved exclusively for
the ELECT ROYAL BRIDE,
for it is for her glory; it is for
the glory of THE WORD

BRIDE, and for No one
else! God be praised!
We must understand,
therefore, that the Elect
Jewish Seeds whom the
Lord will use Moses and
Elijah to convert, men and
women who will be turned
to the Lord Jesus Christ
through their Prophetic
Ministries, will not have the
depth and the extent of the
revelation of the Truth of
the Word that we have
today, as they are only
going to have the
Salvational Knowledge, the
Salvational Revelation of
Christ, which to us, is the
“Milk of the Word” of God!
Their eyes will be opened
prophetically, to see that
the man they crucified on
the cross at Calvary about
Two Thousand Years ago,
is truly the Promised
Jewish Messiah, and
hence, they will cry (mourn)
for him, and turn their
hearts to Jesus Christ, and
they will be converted in
that Great Jewish Revival!
In total contrast, the Light of
THE WORD BRIDE is
exclusive, and is her
exclusive preserve! So, do
not think Moses and Elijah
will bear for the Nation of
Israel, the great measure of
Light that we are now
bearing. Forget it! Brothers
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and sisters, it is indeed a
very great privilege to be
called as Bride! In this Last
Age, the Lord has given us
as His Bride, the most
powerful searchlight of
Revealed Truth Ever! It
shines through ALL Time,
and reveals the Light of ALL
Dispensations, beginning
from the Prehistoric World,
as buried in the record of
Genesis, and it Unveils the
Mysteries in the Garden of
Eden, and it picks up the
Prophetic Revelations of
God ALL through Time,
right up to the Book of
Revelation, Unveiling
Every Stone of Truth with
absolute crystal-clarity,
whatever category, or
attribute of Truth they may
be, be they Doctrines,
Mysteries, Prophetic
revelations, or Instructions
in Righteousness! Saints of
God, there has never been
a day like this day, and
there has never been a
time that shines so bright,
as this day, this glorious
day! And exactly what is the
essence of the Lord giving
us such a great and
powerful Light? It is to richly
adorn our souls like never
before, that we may be
changed by it into the same
Glorious Image of Jesus
Christ! Consequently, you
must see the crucial divine
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objective of setting forth the
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ, because THE
ORIGINAL SEED IS THE
WORD! On March 24,
1963, when Brother
Branham was taking his
message, titled, The
Seventh Seal, in
paragraphs 284-291, he
testified, saying: “In
Sabino Canyon, sitting
up there that morning, I
had my hands up.”
(Skipping to the end of that
paragraph 284, the
Prophet said): “And I had
my hands out. And, all at
once, something hit my
hand. I don't know. I can't
say. Did I go to sleep? I
don't know. Or did I go
into a trance? I don't
know. Was it a vision? I
can't tell you.”
(Nevertheless, it was a
supernatural experience).
“Only thing I can say is
what I… Just the same
thing like them Angels
was! And it struck my
hand. And I looked, and it
was A Sword. And it had
pearl handles, real pretty;
and had a guard over it,
with gold. And the blade
looked like something
like a chrome, like silver,
only it was real shiny.
And it was so featheredged sharp, oh, my! And
I thought, “Isn't that the

prettiest thing!” Just fit
my hand! I thought,
“That's awful pretty.
But,” I said, “hey, I'm
always afraid of them
things, a sword.” I
thought, “What will I do
with that?” And just then
a Voice shook down
through there”, (the
baritone voice of Elohim),
“that rocked the rocks.
Said, “IT'S THE SWORD
OF THE KING!” And then I
come out of it. “The
Sword of the King.” Now,
if It said, “A sword of a
king…” But It said, “The
Sword of THE KING.” And
there is only one “THE
KING,” and that's God.
AND HE HAS ONE
SWORD, THAT'S HIS
WORD, what I've lived by.
That, so help me, God;
standing over His holy
desk here, with this holy
Word laying here! IT'S
THE WORD! Amen! Oh,
what a day we're living in!
What a great thing! See
the Mystery and Secret?
The Third… Standing
there when this left me,
Something just come to
me and said, “Don't fear.”
Now, I didn't hear no
voice. Like on the inside
of me, spoke. I have to
just tell you the truth, just
exactly what happened.
Something hit, and said,
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“Don't fear. THIS IS THAT
THIRD PULL.” Third
Pull!” (The Third Pull was
the Third Phase of the
Ministry of Brother
Branham, and it was also
the Highest Phase of his
Entire Ministry). “You
r e m e m b e r I t ?
[Congregation says,
“Amen.”—Editor]. He
said, “You've had so
many impersonators on
this, what you tried to
explain” (the operations of
the Gifts of Healings and
Discernment). “But,” said,
“Don't even try, This.”
You remember it? How
many remembers that
vision? [“Amen.”] Why,
it's all over. It's taped, and
everywhere. That's been
about Six Years ago,
Seven Years ago. Been
Seven Years ago. Said,
“Don't try to explain
That.” Said, “This is THE
THIRD PULL, but I'll meet
you in there.” That right?
[“Amen.”] He said, “Don't
try…” I was standing with
a little baby's shoe”,
(which is a fishing line, a
fishing rod), “when He told
me. Said, “Now make
your FIRST PULL. And
when you do, the fish will
run after the lure.” Said,
“Then watch your
SECOND PULL,” said,
“because It'll only be
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Small Fish.” He said,
“Then THE THIRD PULL
WILL GET IT.” It will catch
the Rainbow Fish, the
Rainbow Trout. Meaning
that THE THIRD PULL is
what will get THE ELECT
R O YA L B R I D E ,
prophetically referred to in
Brother Branham's vision
as the Rainbow Fish, the
Royal Fish of God.
Remember, in this vision,
the Angel of the Lord was
teaching the Prophet how
to catch Rainbow Fish. In
his message dated April
8th, 1956, titled, What Is A
Vision?, paragraphs 91-92,
Elijah testified that he was
in a vison: “And as I
reached to pick up the
string, I was taken again.
Now, you mark this down.
Watch it come to pass.
See? And as I started to
reach down, I was gone
again. Then, when I come
to, I was standing by the
side of a beautiful lake,
something like your lake
out here in the
summertime when it's
real pretty and green.
And there were
F I S H E R M E N ” ,
(Pentecostal Preachers),
“all around the lake, and
they were fishing, but
they were catching small
fishes. And I looked out
into the lake, and THOSE

G R E AT, B E A U T I F U L
RAINBOW TROUT OUT
THERE, and I said, “I
know this is a vision, but I
can't understand THOSE
TROUT. But,” I said, “you
know, I believe, right
down in my heart, I can
catch those” (Rainbow
Fish, Rainbow Trout). “So,
I picked up the string,
but, instead of it being a
string, it was a fishing
pole. And just then, the
One behind me”, (who is
the Angel of the Lord),
“said, “Now I'll teach you
to fish, how to catch
THOSE.” Meaning, I will
teach you how to catch
Rainbow Trout, Rainbow
Fish. May I warn, for I must
reiterate that Rainbow Fish
does not give us
Moneybags, as some
erroneously teach in the
Branham Movement,
because God did not send
the Anointing of Elijah to get
Moneybags, and neither
did Brother Branham fish
for Moneybags: He fished
for GOD'S ELECT BRIDE
SEEDS, a Special and
Peculiar Class of Seeds!
Period! That was why he
bore A Calling-Out
Message from ALL
Organised Systems of
Religion, which is strictly a
Bible Restoring Message,
because it is ALL about the
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Predestinated Original
Bride Seeds of God, the
Pure and Original Seed
Bride Church! Because it is
God getting back Pure and
Original Seeds at this
Harvest Time, here in the
Laodicean Age! So, let us
get our facts straight: The
Rainbow Trout Fish is the
Pure Seed Word Bride,
THE ROYAL BRIDE, an
exclusive class of God's
Redeemed children, who
make up the Highest Class
of Saints, and THE THIRD
PULL is precisely what gets
them! Full stop!
Brothers and sisters, for
necessary emphasis on
THE THIRD PULL, in the
first vision we just laid out
above, which is in his
message on The Seventh
Seal, the Angel of the Lord
told Brother Branham:
“Now make your FIRST
PULL. And when you do,
the fish will run after the
lure.” And exactly what
was Brother Branham's
First Pull? It was Healing!
The First Pull of his Ministry
was the operation of the
Gifts of Healing! He would
take people by the hand,
and tell them exactly what
was wrong with them, and
pronounce them healed in
the name of the Lord, and if
it was not so, he would
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simply ask for a blessing.
The Angel now “Said,
“Then watch your
SECOND PULL,” said,
“because It'll only be
SMALL FISH.” And what
was the Second Pull of
Brother Branham's
Ministry? It was the
operation of the Gift of
Discernment, knowing the
thoughts in the hearts of
men, knowing the secrets
of their hearts, which made
the Prophet “A Seer”
before the people. Please
note that in that vision,
these Two Pulls only
caught Little Fish, Small
Fish. In total contrast, now
speaking of the Third Pull:
“He” (the Angel) “said,
“Then THE THIRD PULL
will GET IT.” And exactly
what was the Third Pull? It
is the Divine Unveiling OF
THE WORD; the Opening
up of the Deep things of the
Spirit of God! And indeed,
brothers and sisters, the
Third Pull is what gets THE
WORD BRIDE, THE
ROYAL BRIDE! And when
the Lord was going to
represent the Three Pulls of
the Prophet's Ministry in a
prophetic vision, which are
the Three consecutive
Phases of his Ministry as
Elijah, THE FIRST PULL
was represented by a
constellation of “Little

Bitty BIRDS.” THE
SECOND PULL was
represented by a
constellation of “Larger
Birds... looked like
DOVES.” In total contrast,
THE THIRD PULL was
represented by a
constellation of “Mighty
Ones, Great, Powerful
ANGELS.” In his sermon
dated 30th December
1962, and titled, Is This The
Sign Of The End, Sir?,
paragraphs 199-207,
Brother Branham stated:
“And I looked, and there
was a big bush. And on
this bush, in A
Constellation OF BIRDS,
Little Bitty Birds, about
half inch long, and a half
inch high. They were little
veterans”, (little
messengers). “Their little
feathers was beat down.
And there was about two
or three on the top limb”,
(on the top branch of the
tree), “six or eight on the
next limb, and fifteen or
twenty on the next limb;
coming down in the
shape of a pyramid. And
those little fellows, little
messengers, and they
were pretty well worn out.
And they were watching
Eastward. And I was at
Tucson, Arizona, in the
vision, for it made it so
purpose that He didn't
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want me to fail to see
where it was at. I was
picking a sand burr off of
me, from the desert. And I
said, “Now, I know this is
a vision, and I know that
I'm at Tucson. And I know
that them Little Birds
there represent
something.” And they
were watching Eastward.
And all of a sudden they
taken a notion to fly, and
away they went,
Eastward. And as soon as
they left, A Constellation
of LARGER BIRDS came.
They looked like DOVES,
sharp-pointed wings,
kind of a gray color, little
lighter color than what
these first little
messengers was. And
they were coming
Eastward, swiftly. And no
sooner than they got out
of my sight, I turned again
to look Westward, and
there it happened. There
was a blast that actually
shook the whole earth.
Now, don't miss this. And
you, on tape, be sure you
get this right. First, a
blast”, (which sounded like
a great thunder,
representing the Voice of
God). “And I thought it
sounded like a sound
barrier, ever what you call
it when planes cross the
sound, and the sound
Revelational Completeness - Part 3
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comes back to the earth.
Just shook, like, roared,
everything. Then, it could
have been a great clap of
thunder, and lightning,
like; I didn't see the
lightning. I just heard that
great blast that went
forth, that sounded like it
was south, from me,
towards Mexico. But, it
shook the earth. And
when it did, I was still
looking Westward. And
way off into Eternity, I saw
A Constellation of
something coming. It
looked like that it might
have been little dots” (at
first). “There could have
been no less than five,
and not more than seven.
But, They were in the
shape of a pyramid, like
these Messengers
coming. And when it did,
the Power of Almighty
God lifted me up to meet
Them. And I can see It. It's
never left me. Eight days
has gone, and I can't
forget it, yet. I never had
anything to bother me like
that has. My family will tell
you. I could see those
ANGELS, those shapedback wings, traveling
faster than sound could
travel. They come from
Eternity, in a split, like a
twinkling of an eye. Not
enough to bat your eye,

just a twinkle, They were
there. I didn't have time to
count. I didn't have time
no more than just look.
MIGHTY ONES, GREAT,
POWERFUL ANGELS,
SNOW WHITE; WINGS
SET, AND HEADS. And
They were, “Whewwhew!” And when it did, I
WAS CAUGHT UP INTO
THIS PYRAMID OF
CONSTELLATIONS” (OF
THE SEVEN ANGELS)!
Brothers and sisters, this
prophetic representation of
the Three Phases or Three
Pulls of Elijah's Ministry,
with Angels representing
the Third and Final Pull,
which is The Revealed
Word, should let us
appreciate the greatness of
the Word of God, and the
immense value, the utmost
premium, which God places
on His Word, for it is simply
priceless, extremely
invaluable, most precious,
and utterly glorious!
Speaking of HEALING and
DISCERNMENT, Two Gifts
of the Spirit of God that Are
Great Crowd Pullers,
Supernatural Moves that
drew untold millions of
people to the crusade
grounds of the Ministry of
William Branham, are
absolutely nothing, when
compared with the
Unveiling of the Word,
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w h i c h t h e L o r d
characterised by Seven
Great Angels, bearing the
Deep, Secret, and Precious
things of God! Therefore,
may I reiterate this morning,
“The Third Pull” is what
will produce the Pure and
Original Seed Bride
Church, “A Glorious
Church”! And hence, we
have portrayed THE THIRD
PULL on our chart right
here, (Brother Amos points
to the chart), on the extreme
right section, and The Third
Pull covers the Revelational
Fullness of Jesus Christ,
both Written and Unwritten!
Because the Third Pull is
the Unveiling of the Word,
the Opening up of the Word
of God! Please note,
however, that THE THIRD
PULL has Two Distinct
Phases. It gives us The
Unveiling of THE WRITTEN
WORD, in order to enable
the Elect Bride to obtain
Revelational Fullness,
which is the First Phase,
AND the Operation of the
Power of the Spoken Word,
which is the Second Phase.
This Second Phase,
however, is reserved
exclusively for the coming
hour of the Seven Prophetic
Thunders, who will bear the
Unwritten Revelation OF
JESUS CHRIST, conveyed
on the topmost level of our
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chart, the topmost
revelational level on the
extreme right side of the
chart, (Brother Amos points
to the chart), in this
Laodicean Age, which leads
us directly into the Rapture!
Consequently, Church, if
you consider The Third
Pull, and you do not see the
Opening up of the Word of
God, you see nothing,
because even the operation
o f H e a l i n g a n d
Discernment, as great as
they are, were still
represented by Little Birds!
And despite the fact that
these Two Pulls are serious
Crowd Pullers, for they
caused incredible mass
attraction, and brought
people from ALL over the
globe, but weighed on the
divine scale of value, they
were still represented by
Two Constellations of Little
Birds, the bigger of which
were only Doves! Yet, what
an awesome attraction
these Two Pulls caused,
when Brother Branham
could take people by the
hand, and tell them what
their diseases or afflictions
were, and then pronounce
them healed, and he could
also discern the very
thoughts in the hearts of
men, Two Great Gifts which
have caused so many
carnal impersonators to rise

up around the globe, and
they are still impersonating
the Prophetic Ministry of
William Branham, even as
we speak this morning! Are
you with me? That is why
we now have raw
unconverted men in the
Branham Movement, who
are calling themselves
Prophets, but are nothing
more than First-class
Sorcerers, who are just
deceiving the people for
fame and monetary gains,
impersonating Brother
Branham's Ministry,
impersonating the
operation of the Gifts of
Healing and Discernment!
They are doing great
damage to the lives of the
poor and undiscerning
innocent people that fall
prey to them, bringing
nothing but chaos to
innocent lives, and utter
reproach to the name of
Brother Branham, and to
the Message of Jesus
Christ that he bore! On the
other hand, and in total
contrast, saints of God,
THE THIRD PULL, which
gives us the Rich Divine
Unveiling of the Word, was
represented by Angels,
Great and Mighty Angels,
bearing the mind of God to
the Prophet, for and onbehalf of the Universal
Bride of Christ! Halleluiah!
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Think about it! Church, the
Third and Greatest Phase,
the Highest Phase of the
Ministry of Elijah, was THE
THIRD PULL, For the
Glory of God is revealed
in His Word, because
GOD IS IN HIS WORD,
AND NOT IN SIGNS AND
WONDERS, EVEN
THOUGH GOD IS A
WONDER WORKING
GOD! This proves that if
you miss the Word; if you do
not log on to the Revealed
Word, this Continuing and
Climaxing Revelation of the
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Word of God, you really do
not understand what the
Lord is doing in the earth
today, in this your day, here
at this Evening Time, for the
Elect Universal Bride of
Christ! You simply have No
clue about the Ending Plan
of Redemption, for ALL you
have is just a religious spirit!
Because it is not for nothing,
that it is written in the Book
of Zechariah Chapter 14,
verse 7: “… But it shall
come to pass, That At
Evening Time IT SHALL
BE LIGHT”, (TO LIGHTEN

O U R P A T H W AY T O
H E A V E N , O U R
GLORYLAND). Therefore,
open your eyes to the
Revealed Word of God, for
it gives us an assured
Eternal Glory, particularly
knowing that this Mortal Life
is Vain! We will close right
here, to conclude in our next
service on Tuesday, the
Lord willing. Let us bow our
heads in prayer. (Brother
Amos prayed).
The Lord bless you.
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Our Convention dates for 2022 is as follows:
November Convention: 17th - 20th, 2022.

NOTE: Our email address has changed.
All are welcome to the meetings. If you need more information, or if you
have any questions or any comments, please feel free to contact us. All
correspondence should be addressed to:
pastorbft@yahoo.com
For those who prefer to write, our postal address is at the bottom of this
page. We look forward to hearing from you.
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